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ABSTRACT

Linearization of power amplifiers has been the topic of

many studies, dating back to the work of H. S. Black in the

1920s. For many applications, the well -documented techniques

of feedforward and feedback can be used to design low

intermodulation distortion (IMD) amplifiers. However, certain

applications, including the design of high-power, radio

frequency amplifiers, preclude the use of these techniques.

The work herein describes an alternative to presently

accepted distortion reduction techniques. In-band IM

distortion (multi-tone distortion located close in frequency

to the desired signal) , is reduced by modifying a baseband

input, upconverting this signal to the transmission frequency,

then performing the amplification. This allows DSP hardware

to be used, resulting in a novel IMD reduction method.

The approach presented is unique in that multiple orders

of nonlinearity are reduced using DSP technology, at baseband,

through a commonly used method of upconversion. Existing work

has addressed mostly third-order, analog solutions applied at

the frequency of transmission.

Theoretical work, simulations, and experimental results

are used to describe the technique. Advantages and

limitations are discussed, as are areas for future work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. Overview

The information presented herein describes a unique

approach to power amplifier linearization. This method,

developed entirely through the course of this work, uses

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) to modify the information

transmitted through the amplifier. By altering a baseband

signal using DSP, upconverting the result, then applying this

signal to the amplifier, a new technique has been developed.

This approach is offered as an alternative to the well-

documented techniques of feedforward and feedback. In certain

applications, including the design of high-power, radio

frequency amplifiers, the combination of high power (1 to 50

kW) and wide bandwidth (2 to 3 0 MHz) preclude the use of

feedforward and feedback, since these applications would

require the use of components that are either physically

unrealizable or are too costly to use in a practical design.

The DSP-based approach presented herein is offered as an

alternative to presently accepted distortion reduction

techniques. An approach has been devised that is based on the

following:

i) An input signal to a non-linear amplifier may be

modified such that the output is a linear version of the
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original input signal.

ii) To reduce in-band intermodulation distortion (multi-

tone distortion located close in frequency to the desired

signal) , modification of such an input signal may be done at

a frequency below the amplifier's specified operating band,

then upconverted to the frequency of interest . The

significance of this is that DSP hardware can be used to

produce a low-cost, high-performance alternative to present

IMD reduction techniques.

iii) Generation of such a signal may be accomplished in

real time, using digital signal processing to pass the input

signal through a power series function. Laboratory tests of

back-off IMD and of IMD symmetry will show that a power series

suffices to describe amplifier transfer function.

The use of DSP has several advantages over analog

techniques :

A. The solution can be adaptive. Most high-power

transmitters have a learn, or "tune-up" sequence. The DSP

approach could be run in a closed- loop fashion during this

learn sequence, then operate without feedback (open-loop)

during normal transmission. The solution can thus be updated

over time, without concern for stability problems that plague

feedback designs.

B. The solution may be applied over a wide frequency

range with one circuit. For example, a 2 - 30 MHz amplifier
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may be broken into sub-bands, with predistortion coefficients

stored for each sub-band. To do this in an analog fashion

would require different circuits for each sub-band.

C. Once the hardware is in place, DSP may be used to

modify both the amplitude and phase components of the signal,

thus allowing for correction of both AM-AM and AM-PM type non-

linearities. The circuitry, once designed, would also have

application for multiple amplifier designs.

Both theoretical and experimental results described

herein demonstrate the validity of this theory. A FORTRAN

program was written to model an amplifier that is typically

used in high-power, wideband designs. Various situations were

simulated, where incoming baseband signals were operated on in

a nonlinear fashion, then applied to the input of the

amplifier. The resulting IMD was reduced in all cases, when

compared to the unprocessed input .

Laboratory testing was performed on a Harris RF-1310 HF

Exciter. Using a general purpose DSP board, the baseband

input signal was processed, then applied to the input of the

HF Exciter. The output of the exciter was measured for IMD

performance with and without baseband processing, with

improved IMD when the baseband was processed.

Laboratory testing was also performed on a Harris RF-1310

HF Exciter driving a Harris RF-1110C 1 kW Transmitter. In

this case, too, there was improved IMD when the baseband
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signal was processed.

Conclusions are drawn from the comparison of theoretical

and practical results. Limitations of the technique are

discussed, as are areas for further investigation in the

future .

B . Background

Intermodulation distortion is an unwanted by-product of

amplification. IMD is defined as the residual frequency

components that are generated by an amplified, multi-tone

signal. These components occur due to a non-linear amplifier

transfer function, that is, the output y of an amplifier is

equal to the input signal, x times the amplifier gain, plus

additional terms that are proportional to higher powers of x

(x2, x3, . . .) , and derivatives of x:

y(t) -f(x(t)f^,^....) (1)
at dt2

In the analysis of non-linear amplifiers, a less general,

more common form is written [9] as

y = (Jfcixi + k[SLl*)
t

i dt1

1=1,2,3,4,5,... 12)

kL = constant coefficient

k[ = constant coefficient
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This form is used when considering both AM-AM conversion

(change of amplifier gain versus level) and AM-PM (change of

amplifier phase shift versus level) conversion.

In many applications, the AM-AM component of distortion

is far greater than the AM-PM component. In these instances,

the input-output relationship may be further simplified [9] to

y = L,kixi, 1 = 1,2,3,4,5,... O)

In a typical communications system, the even-order

products, and some of the odd-order products, are located far

away (in frequency) from the input tone frequencies, and can

be filtered. However, some of the odd-order tone frequencies

are located very close (less than .01%) in frequency to the

original input signals; filtering of these products is

extremely difficult.

For example, an HF (2 - 30 MHz) Single Sideband (SSB)

amplifier transmits over a relatively narrow (3 kHz) channel.

When a SSB signal (transmitted at a 2 MHz carrier frequency)

is amplified, the desired signal resides from 2.000 MHz to

2.003 MHz. The even-order distortion products reside near 4

MHz (second harmonic), 8 MHz (4th), 12 MHz (6th), and so on.

Some of the odd-order products reside at 6 MHz (3rd) , 10 MHz

(5th) , 14 MHz (7th) , and so on. All of these distortion
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products are easily filtered away using conventional low-pass

filtering techniques. As will be demonstrated, some of the

odd-order distortion products reside near 2 MHz, some of which

are actually in the information band (2.000 to 2.003 MHz).

These products are difficult to filter away.

As a result, the in-band IMD is often tolerated and

transmitted along with the desired signal. The highest IMD

level that can be tolerated is usually listed as part of the

transmitter design specification ("30 dB below one of two

equal
tones" is a common design goal) . From a design

standpoint, the IMD level is commonly balanced versus other

design goals, such as efficiency, gain, stability, cost, and

circuit complexity.

To maximize signal quality, and to minimize the bandwidth

of the transmitted signal, it is desirable to reduce IMD to

the greatest extent possible. An improvement of -10 dB

without adversely affecting other design requirements would

represent a significant improvement in amplifier performance.

IMD improvements greater than 10 dB would allow superior IMD

performance, or allow a trade-off of improved IMD against

other specifications (perhaps a higher efficiency amplifier

with good intermodulation performance) .



C. Problem Statement

Power amplifier transfer functions frequently exhibit a

compressor characteristic as the amplifier approaches

saturation. This deviation from linearity (see Figure 1) can

be modeled by a power series. If this power series has odd-

order terms (x3, x5, x7, . . . ) , in-band IMD will result when the

amplifier is driven by a multiple tone input.

R. Buckley Mar. 26. 1 993 5:32:34 PM RBLINEAS
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For example, if the amplifier has a transfer function



= Z^k^1, i = 1,3,5, ... (4)y
i

and the input signal is

x = A(cosw1t + cosw2t) (5)

y may be written as

y = Z-fk [A(coswxt+cosw2t) ]i, i = 1,3,5,... (6)

By using the relation [2]

COSA COSB = [cos {A+B) + cos (A-B) ] (7)

y may be written as

y = l^kiA1!^ C. bcos (aw.+bw2) t,
i a,b

a>b x 2
(8)

fox all abs(a) + abs(b) = i, i-2, i-4, . . . .

i = 1,3,5,

where Cab is defined as

Ca b
= constant coefficient (function of awx and bw2) (9)
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Given this expression for y, and a brief examination of

a typical communications system, certain properties of the

problem at hand may be examined. In a communications system,

the allocated transmission band is usually much smaller than

the transmission frequency. In the above equation, Wj and w2

represent two tones that reside in the allocated transmission

band. For example, in an HF transmission system operating at

2 MHz, the allocated bandwidth for SSB communications would be

3 kHz. For USB operation, the minimum value for fj or f2 would

be 2.000000 MHz, and the maximum value would be 2.003 000 MHz.

Hence, Wj (= 27rf,) and w2 (= 27rf2) are very close to each other

on a percentage basis.

The output y contains desired signals, in-band

distortion, and out-of-band distortion. In-band distortion

terms are located close to the input tones, and are difficult

to filter away. Out-of-band distortion terms are located

relatively far away (at harmonics of the carrier frequency) ,

and are easily filtered away., using well-known low-pass

filtering methods after amplification.

The in-band terms occur when

abs(a + b) = 1 (10)

and the out-of-band terms occur when
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absia + b) * l (">

For example, consider the following third-order transfer

function:

y = *-t kA i s,Ca ucos (awx+bw2) t,
i

2
a,b

a" 1 2

for all abs(a)+ abs(b) = i,i-2,i-4,

i = 1,3

(12)

For i=l,

y = JqAtC^oCOSW^fc+Co^cosw^t
+C_10cos (-wxt) +C0_1cos (-w2t) ] , (13)

~l , o
= ^o , 1

= ^-i ,o = *-o , -i
=

*-

' ^

and for i=3,

y = ic3A3*

[C^ QCOSWx t+CQi xcosw2 1

+C_10cos(-w1) t+C0.1cos (~w2) t
+C3]0cos(3w1) fc+C0#3cos (3w2) t

+C_30'cos (-3^) t+C0'.3cos (~3w2) t
+C21cos (2wx+w2) t+C12cos (^+2^) t

+C_2t'1cos(-2w1+w2) t+C2_1cos (2w1-w2) t (14)
+C1_2cos (wx-2w2) t+C.12cos (-ii/1+2w2) t

+C_1>_2'cos(-w1-2w2) t+C_2>_1cos(-2wL-w2) t] ,

^i,o = ^0,1 ~ ^-1,0 =

Hj,-i
= /

^3 , 0
= ^0,3 = ^-3 ,0 ~~

Hd , -3
= /

2,1 = *-i , 2 = ^--2 , -1

~~ ^--1 , -2

_ 3/8

^-2,-1 = ^-2 ,1 = ^1,-2 ~~ *~-i ,2 ~~ 3/8

with the definition of in-band terms given above, y may be

written as
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y = (ic1A+(9ic3A3/4) ) (cost^fc+cosw^fc)
+ (3k2A3/4) {cos (wx-2w2) t+cos(-wx+2w2) t <15)

+ out-of-band terms

The problem at hand is to find a practical, effective

means of reducing the in-band IMD terms.

D. Scope

The solution presented herein offers an alternative to

those presented in the past . With the advent of DSP

technology, a problem that has been attacked with analog

techniques can now be addressed using digital signal

processing.

This work provides the theoretical background for the

development of a DSP-based predistorter. The method presented

receives an incoming baseband (300 - 3000 Hz) signal,

predistorts this signal, then passes this signal (through an

up-conversion process) to an amplifier. DSP-based methods

exist that operate directly on the transfer function. These

methods typically use a look-up table that operates on the

input waveform; the look-up table output values are a function

of the input amplitude and the transfer function of the

amplifier. The output that results is a predistorted version

of the input signal. The effectiveness of this technique

depends largely on the amount of memory used to store the
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look-up table; in an adaptive situation, this look-up table

must be updated after every learn sequence. In contrast, the

technique presented herein requires no memory other than

storage of the power series coefficients.

A theoretical analysis of the technique ensues, with

bounds placed on the validity of the theory.

Simulation of the predistorter versus a typical amplifier

transfer function is presented for a variety of conditions,

including overdrive, low drive, tone spacing, and carrier

frequency -

Finally, hardware built and laboratory testing will be

described. A high degree of correlation between theory and

experiment is found.

E . General Approach

By modifying the baseband information applied to the

input of the frequency upconverter (commonly referred to as an

exciter) , the in-band IMD in the output of the amplifier can

be reduced. This is proven mathematically in a closed form

manner, then demonstrated experimentally.

This distortion reduction technique is known as

predistortion. The predistortion is generated by creating a

power series that operates on the incoming baseband signal .

This operation takes place by passing the baseband input

through a digital signal processor. If the power series
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coefficients are chosen properly, a solution may be found to

minimize either a particular term or the overall IMD level .

Without predistortion, the time-domain waveform that

results at the amplifier output is usually an amplified,

compressed version of the input waveform. A portion of the

(demodulated) envelope of such a waveform is shown in Figure

2 . The peak of the output waveform is compressed without

predistortion (typical of an amplifier approaching, but not

at, saturation) . With predistortion added, the waveform at

the output more closely represents a pure two-tone envelope.

A significant feature of this technique is that the

largest distortion term can be minimized without raising the

level of other-order products. This is not the case with many

other IMD improvement techniques, such as optimizing bias or

load line.

F. Sequence of Presentation

As this topic is a mature one, existing solutions to the

problem are discussed, in order to both cite references and

provide a historical perspective. These techniques include

amplifier parameter optimization, feedback, feedforward,

predistortion and postdistortion.

A DSP-based predistortion solution is then discussed in
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further detail. Relative merits of analog and digital

predistortion are covered, with several compelling arguments

made in favor of digital predistortion. A further distinction

is made between digital predistortion techniques described in

the literature, and the technique described here, that is,

that the method described here requires virtually no memory

storage .

The mathematics of IMD are then described, with a

distinction made between in-band and out-of-band
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predistortion. As this thesis has been developed to solve a

problem actually found in industry, a brief discussion of

industry- standard test methods and necessary features ensues.

From this mathematical base, predistortion is then added

into the equations. As most literature available covers

third-order distortion, this topic is covered first, with the

model then expanded to fifth and higher-orders. Of particular

note is that the technique described here can reduce not only

a particular term, but also the overall in-band distortion.

The mathematical models, developed with the assistance of

computer tools, were modified in an attempt to put boundaries

on the region of applicability- These results show that the

solution presented is valid over a wide range of amplifier

transfer functions and power levels.

Using commercially available equipment, and a DSP

prototype, tests were run to obtain measured data for

comparison with the models developed above. Baseband tone

spacing, exciter carrier frequency, input level, and number of

input tones were parameters under consideration. In all

cases, there was measured improvement.

With the main application being in the high-power

transmitter field, a high-power transmitter was tested with

and without a predistorted signal. The results of this

testing show that the third-order IMD of the high-power

transmitter is greatly reduced when third-order predistortion
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is used.

The details of the DSP hardware and firmware are

discussed, with an attempt to correlate theory and practice.

Although the results of the experiments are favorable,

shortcomings of the technique are discussed, with solutions

proposed as a basis for future work.

Although not particularly troublesome in this case, much

of the literature discusses AM-PM conversion, and its effect

on IMD. For the sake of completeness, mathematical

fundamentals are described.

Finally, overall conclusions are drawn, with a discussion

of possible future trends in this area.
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2. EXISTING SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM

As the amplifier linearization problem has existed for

many decades, there has been exhaustive treatment of the

general topic in the technical literature. This section

provides a historical perspective, including a chronology of

events, and cites pertinent references.

A. Minimization of the Compressor Function

The most common approach to improving the IMD performance

of an amplifier is to choose a load line (bias setting and

load impedance) that will optimize the amplifier input-to-

output transfer function. The linearity of a device changes

as a function of operating point and load line; choice of

output load impedance and bias are typically made as a

tradeoff between linearity and amplifier efficiency.

The theory of choosing optimum operating conditions has

been developed in past decades [3] . However, it remains

difficult to determine the optimum distortion performance of

a device in a particular amplifier; published specifications

of device parameters often do not address the issue of IMD

performance versus bias setting, load impedance, and power

level. If specified at all, the IMD is defined at one bias,

load impedance, and power level data point. Although this
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information fixes one data point, it merely serves as a

starting point for the designer. Hence, intermodulation

optimization is frequently a trial-and-error process.

Once the operating conditions have been determined for a

given carrier frequency, it is likely that the conditions

change as a function of carrier frequency. For instance, it

is common to choose a bias setting that provides suitable

performance over the entire carrier frequency range.

Alternatively, one may design a "frequency sensitive bias"

scheme. In either case, these techniques will serve to make

the transfer function as linear as possible. At best, there

is a fundamental limit imposed by the device and circuit .

When the optimum operating conditions for a particular

power level are found, there remains a certain level of

intermodulation performance. To achieve better than this

performance, additional circuitry is needed.

B . Feedback and Feedforward

The concepts of feedforward and feedback date back to the

work of H.S. Black in the 1920s [20] . These techniques are

commonly used to improve the IMD performance .

Feedback is a closed- loop technique that samples the

output waveform, and subtracts this sample from the waveform

input to the amplifier. With this negative feedback

technique, distortion present at the output of the amplifier
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is used to modify the input waveform. In amplifiers, the

output is typically compressed; the peak of the output

waveform is proportionally smaller than the rest of the

waveform. A sample of the output signal, fed back in the

correct amplitude and phase, will accentuate the peak of the

input waveform; this allows the amplifier to return this

modified input waveform to the desired shape at the output.

The IMD present at the output is smaller than without

feedback, as the distortion reduction due to feedback is

l/(l+GS) [13,20] . Figure 3 illustrates the feedback concept.

-9>

Beta <-

-5>

Figure 3 . Feedback Block Diagram

There are, however, drawbacks to use of feedback in high-

power transmitter applications. It is desirable to have a

high-gain final amplifier stage; feedback reduces the gain of
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the amplifier stage (inside the feedback loop) by (1+GS) ,

where G is the amplifier open loop gain, and beta is a

fractional sample of the output. Thus, any reduction in

distortion performance comes with an associated reduction in

amplifier gain. Often, the IMD improvement is offset by the

worsened intermodulation performance of the driver amplifier,

which must now supply more power to make up for the loss of

gain in the final amplifier.

Stability is also a concern; In a high-power

transmitter, oscillation represents either transmission of

high levels of unwanted frequencies, or amplifier damage that

can be costly to repair. Feedback is most commonly used at

the frequency of transmission. For an HF amplifier, the

frequency of transmission can be anywhere from 2 to 3 0 MHz.

The control loop, therefore, must be stable over the entire

frequency band. In short, the stability criterion is that

(G*p)<l at the frequency where Z(G*p) =
180 (16)

A variation on the theme is called envelope feedback,

where the envelope of the output signal is compared to the

envelope of the input signal [4] . In this scheme, the baseband

envelope is compared to the baseband envelope of the output .

The gain of the amplifier is then changed dynamically, over

the cycle of the envelope, to compensate for the compression
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of the output waveform. With the control loop frequency being

in the kHz range, as opposed to the MHz range, this technique

can be achieved in practice without the severity of stability

problems that plague rf feedback designs. Envelope feedback

works only on the envelope, however; anything in the loop

bandwidth can be corrected for (such as in-band

intermodulation) , but anything outside the bandwidth cannot

(such as out-of-band intermodulation or harmonics) .

A newer variation of feedback is called phase feedback.

The majority of IMD is caused by amplitude non-linearities.

However, once the amplitude non-linearities are minimized

and/or corrected for, there remains a secondary cause of IMD

in the form of phase non-linearity. Recent papers [16]

describe phase non-linearity, and solutions are proposed. At

least one manufacturer of amplifiers has incorporated this

technique in practice [19] .

Another distortion reduction method is referred to as

feedforward. With this technique, the difference between the

output and input is amplified by an amplifier with similar

characteristics to the amplifier under consideration [20] .

The output of this second amplifier is summed with the output

of the primary amplifier in a fashion that cancels the

distortion component of the primary amplifier. The final

result is a distortion free signal.

There are several advantages to this technique. The
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distortion can be completely canceled (theoretically) . Also,

this method has no closed feedback loop, and is thus

unconditionally stable.

Unfortunately, this method is also difficult to implement

in a typical high-power transmitter. As the final amplifier

device is typically the most expensive component in the

transmitter, use of an additional device to improve

performance is not usually cost-effective. Also, the second

amplifier needs to have a close gain tracking versus the

primary amplifier. As this is difficult to assure in a small

signal amplifier, it is even more complicated in a large

signal application, where effects such as temperature, gain

change versus signal level, etc. need to be accounted for.

For this particular application, alternative methods need to

be explored.

C. Predistortion and Postdistortion

Postdistortion is implemented in some applications. At

the output of the transmitter, or at the input to the

receiver, an inverse of the transfer function is created,

which corrects for the amplifier non-linearity.

In this application, postdistortion is limited in two

fundamental ways . The high power transmitter output would

require large, costly components to create the inverse

transfer function. At the receive end, all receivers tuned to
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the transmit frequency would, require special circuits to

create the transfer function, and special circuits would be

required for each transmitter and frequency. This is clearly

not a practical solution except in the most restrictive of

cases .

Predistortion retains the benefits of postdistortion, yet

circumvents the practical implementation problems associated

with postdistortion. Predistortion creates the inverse of the

amplifier transfer function at the input to the amplifier.

This solution may be implemented with low-power components.

Envelope predistortion is the predistortion counterpart

to envelope feedback. It may be advantageous in some

instances to generate the inverse transfer function at an

envelope rate. This solution would be restricted, though, to

in-band distortion components in much the same way that

envelope feedback is restricted to in-band components.

As mentioned in the technical literature, predistortion

in the best choice under some conditions. Predistortion has

been found to be superior to equalizers [12] , data

predistortion [15] , and several other methods of nonlinear

compensation [14] . The question with predistortion techniques

has been how to create the predistorted signal. Historically,

analog techniques have been used, with varying degrees of

success. With the recent advances made is DSP technology,

there are distinct advantages in DSP-based solutions.
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3. A DSP-BASED PREDISTORTION SOLUTION

A. Advantages of Predistortion

One main advantage of predistortion is that low power

circuitry can be used. With high-power amplifiers, any

technique that involves signal processing at the output

requires large, expensive components that maintain their

characteristics over the operating band of the transmitter (in

this case, 2-30 MHz) . With predistortion, a small signal

circuit can be used to correct a large signal problem [7] .

Since the signal processing is done at the input only,

the technique is open loop, hence unconditionally stable.

Being a low-level signal, predistortion also lends itself

to the use of digital signal processing techniques.

B. Shortcomings of Non-DSP Predistortion

When predistortion is attempted in an analog fashion, the

fundamental roadblock is in the generation of the predistorted

waveform. Papers have outlined the basis for creating

nonlinear circuits using analog components [6] , but these

techniques are inherently a one -frequency, or narrowband

solution. A solution that worked properly over a wide range

of frequencies would likely require a great deal of circuitry,

and bandswitching to switch the proper circuitry in, depending
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of the desired transmission frequency -

The designs often need to be "tweaked" from amplifier to

amplifier.

Being an open- loop solution, the IMD is prone to long-

term deterioration, due to component aging, part replacement,

temperature excursions, line variations, etc.

The required circuit functions are often difficult to

implement. Each circuit upgrade (add a term, add phase

compensation, etc.) requires an additional circuit design.

C. Advantages of DSP-based Predistortion

Bateman, Wilkinson, and Marvill [1] provide a thorough

coverage of the general topic of DSP-based predistortion,

citing several advantages described below. Cavers [5]

provides further arguments in favor of predistortion, and

presents favorable results. These general techniques, and

others found during the course of this work, point out several

advantages of the use of DSP.

A simple, one board solution can solve simple or complex

problems with no additional hardware. For example, a higher-

order solution (or phase correction) would perhaps be a simple

code change. In an analog solution, it is likely that more

complicated circuitry would be required as the order of the

predistortion increased.

In digital exciters that presently contain DSP, the
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additional hardware is minimal, since the DSP hardware already

exists. Alternatively., an entirely new circuit that provides

the predistortion is also cost effective in most high-power

transmitter applications.

With additional code, the technique can compensate for

both envelope and AM-PM non-linearities. In the analog case,

the amplitude and phase solutions require entirely different

types of circuitry -

Using minimal memory, solutions can be stored for

particular "bands" of carrier frequencies. In the sample

amplifier studied here, the solution at 2 MHz is somewhat

different from the solution at 30 MHz. With DSP, the hardware

need not change, nor even the code listing; a simple change

of coefficients, as a function of frequency, will effect the

change. The solution can be as many or as few bands as

required, with no additional circuitry required.

The technique is well-suited for a "learn", or "adaptive"

sequence to compensate circuit changes in temperature, aging,

antenna impedance changes, or ac line voltage variation.

Analog circuits are difficult to change to compensate over

time; in fact the analog components themselves may be subject

to change under these circumstances.

With a minimum number of adjustments in the design, no

tweaking is required if adaptive techniques are used. A

common issue with analog predistortion techniques is that of
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frequency of adjustment. Often, the analog components need to

be periodically adjusted to maintain optimum performance.

The solution is easy to incorporate or bypass (with a

command to the control circuitry) .

D. Memoryless Predistortion

Most of the literature available discusses the creation

of the predistorted waveform in the time domain, by using a

look-up table to re-align the transfer function. The method

presented herein actually uses the power series to operate on

the incoming waveform. In this manner, the only memory

storage required is that of the power series coefficients, as

opposed to a piecewise mapping of the entire transfer

function. This method not only reduces memory requirements,

but reduces processor time. As this method lends itself to

higher operating frequencies in the future (preferably

predistortion at the exciter output) , processing time will

become an increasingly important factor in the practical

implementation of this technique.
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4. IMD FUNDAMENTALS

A. Background

A typical HF communications transmitter receives incoming

baseband information in a 300 - 3000 Hz bandwidth, and

upconverts this information to a carrier frequency in the 2 -

3 0 MHz frequency range. The final stage of the upconversion

process is amplification of the signal to a level suitable for

transmission via an antenna system.

For this work, the upconversion and amplification is

accomplished with a Harris Corporation RF-1310 HF Exciter (the

RF-1310 data sheet is located in the Appendix) . The baseband

input to the exciter is passed through a series of

upconversions to achieve the desired SSB output at a frequency

in the 2-30 MHz (HF) range. This signal is then amplified

to a nominal +20 dBm (lOOmW) output level, using an output

amplifier assembly (see Appendix) that is used as the unit-

under-test for the majority of this work.

Practical transmitters use additional amplifier stages

between the RF-1310 output and the antenna system, such that

the nominal +2 0 dBm output from the exciter is amplified to

+60 dBm or higher. (Chapter 8 discusses the validity of the

proposed solution versus multistage amplification) .

The nominal operating environment for the experiments
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that follow is defined as follows. The amplifier topology and

operating point are used in the standard RF-1310 output

amplifier (the schematic diagram is located in the Appendix) .

The output amplifier is driven with a two-tone input of .42

vpeak Per tone. With a 50 ohm input impedance (sn) , this level

translates to

. ^20 Vpeak per tone
=
.291VI!nsper tone

dBm= I0log(-^^) (17)

dBm = 10log( 2972/50)3
.001

dBm = 2. 46 dBm per tone

The output, nominally terminated into 50 ohms, is

terminated into 25 ohms for the course of this work. This

tends to degrade the IMD performance, and presents a VSWR

(2:1) that is found in practical systems; testing into 50

ohms tends to indicate a best-case situation. The output

equations in this 25 ohm case, may be written as

fundamental tones = 2 . 7 5 Vpeak/ tone = 21. 8dBm/ tone
3rd order im = 0 . 0389 Vpeak/ tone = -15 . 2dBm/ tone
5th order im = 0.0138Vpeak/ tone = -24 .2 dBm/ tone (18)
1th order im = 0.0049Vpeak/tone = -33 .2 dBm/ tone

POWER GAIN =21.80 - 2.46 = 19.34dB

IMD data has been taken on the RF-1310 output amplifier
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at power levels ranging from -2 dB to + 2 dB in one dB steps,

from the aforementioned nominal case. Figure 4 (IMD before)

shows data for the nominal case. The x-axis is the order of

the IMD term. The terms at +1 and -1 are the desired

amplifier output, and all other terms are unwanted. The +3

and -3 terms correspond to third-order distortion; with W!

and w2 being the desired frequencies, the third-order

distortion terms are located at "2w! - w2" and "2w2 - Wj"
. This

implies a cube term in the amplifier transfer function. The

+5 and -5 terms are fifth-order distortion terms, and so on.

The mathematical framework for IMD is developed in the

following section.

This data was subsequently fit into a seventh-order power

series model, specifically

HF output y = 6 . 352x + 0 .

693x3 - 2 .

510x5 + 3 .

900x7 (19)

This non- linear model for the amplifier holds over the input

power range of .42 volts per tone to -5 dB from that level, as

shown in Figure 5. The amplitudes of the lower and upper

tones of each order are within 1 dB of each other, which

indicates that the cause of the non-linearity is primarily

amplitude distortion (referred to as AM-AM distortion in much

of the literature) , as opposed to a phase shift type of non-
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linearity, or AM-PM distortion (discussed in Chapter 11) .

Although the power series model takes only amplitude

distortion into account, it appears to suffice for this

particular amplifier; the amount of distortion caused by AM-

PM conversion is a secondary effect (Amplifiers that operate

at higher carrier frequency/power level combinations typically

exhibit more AM-PM distortion than is present here. In these

situations, a simple power series would not properly

characterize the transfer function) .
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The amplifier output level is commonly controlled via a

closed loop power control scheme. In a typical mode of

operation, the . output is controlled to within +/- 1 dB.

B. IMD Testing

RF amplifier testing frequently uses a two-tone baseband

source as the input signal to the exciter. Although not the

most comprehensive evaluation of amplifier non-linearity, it

is the test most widely used to describe high-power amplifier
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non-linearity (Low power amplifiers commonly use the third-

order intercept point to describe non-linearity, defined as

the input or output power level at which the third-order IMD

would theoretically equal the level of the desired signal) .

In a two- tone test, a baseband source is converted to HF

by a low-level, distortion-free (relative to the amplifier

distortion) mixer, such that the baseband input

u = a1cos(2ttf1t) + a2cos {2nf2t) , (20)

where fl and f2 are baseband frequency tones, is converted to

the HF, SSB input [8]

x = aj^cos (2jt. (f0+f1) t) + a2cos (2 n (f0+f2) t) (21)

x = a1cos(w1t) + a2cos(w2t) (22)

where f0 is an HF frequency (for example, 2.0 MHz) .

This low level HF signal is converted to a larger signal

by the output amplifier stage. However, amplifiers also

distort the HF signal, which (in the case of a two-tone input)

create additional, unwanted output signals. This effect may

be described by the equation

y = Z*kix1, i = 1,3,5,7 (23)
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where the desired component is kjX. With the two- tone input

x applied to the seventh-order transfer function y, the output

can be described as :

y = biicosiwj t + cos (w2) t)
+ jb3 (cos (2w1-w2) t + cos (2w2-w1) t)

+ jb5(cos(3w1-2w2) t + cos (3w2-2w1) t) (24)
+ bj (cos (4^-3^2) t + cos (Aw^-3wx) t)

+ wideband products

The wideband products are distortion products that are

far removed (in frequency) from the desired "hy * (cosW[t +

cosw2t)
" term. Figure 6 shows the out-of-band third order

terms. For a 2 MHz signal, for instance, these terms are

located at 6 MHz, fifth-order tones located at 10 MHz, and

seventh order terms at 14 MHz .

These products can be filtered with a suitable low pass or

bandpass filter, and as such are not particularly troublesome

to the amplifier designer.

By contrast, the in-band distortion products listed above

(b3, b5, b7) are not easily filtered away, and often allowed to

pass through to the antenna system. Figure 7 shows that the

in-band terms are located only 1 kHz away from the desired HF

signal, with each higher-order term an additional 1 kHz away.
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Unless otherwise specified, the analyses that follow

assume that the out-of-band products are eliminated by a

suitable filter. Hence, the equations that follow list only

in-band products, to provide clarity, and to focus on the

products that are to be can be quantified and eliminated.

Given the input x above, and considering the case of a[

= a2 (the two input test tones are equal in amplitude) , the

output y becomes
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y = (Jc1a1+9ic3a13/4+50^5a15/8+1225Jc7a17/64)
( coswx t+cosw2 1)

+ (3lc3ai/4+25Jc5ai/8+7 35lc7ai/64)
(cos (2w1-w2 ) t+cos (2w2-w1) t) (25)

+ (5k5al/8+2A5kjal/6A)
(cos (3w1-2w2) t+COS (3w2-2wx) t)

+ (35k7a27/64) (003(4^-3^) t+cos (4^-3^) t)
+wideband products

With a known input amplitude ax, there are four equations
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and four unknowns . The unknowns are found by solving the

seventh order term for k7, then the fifth order term for k5,

the third order term for k3, and finally the first order term

to solve for k^

Hence, the HF output y equals

y = b1(cosw1t+cosw2t)
+ b2 (cos (2w1-w2) t+cos (2w2-wx) t)

+ b5 (cos (3w1-2w2) t+cos (3w2-2wx) t) (26)
+ i^ (cos (4^-3^2) t+cos (Aw2-3w1) t)

+ wideband products

where

bx= {kxax+9k3al /A +50k5al/ 8 +1225k7a]_ /6A)
b3=(3k2al/4+25k5al/8+735k7al/64)

(2?)
b5=(5k5al/8+245kjal/6A)

b1 = (35k1al/64:)

where a1 is a known input, and k1# k3, k5, and k7 are solved

given a knowledge of the amplifier's output spectrum. The

resulting equations are:

kx = (bx - 3b3 + 5b5 - lb7)

k3 =

--(b3
- 5b5 + lb7)

3 a,
R <28>

k5 =

-*-5(b5 ~lb7)

5a!

k, =
-^(b7)

35a{
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For the amplifier investigated in this work, the output

amplifier of the RF-1310, the amplitudes of b,, b3, b5, and b7

have been measured under the following conditions {a{= 0.42) :

fundamental tones at 21.8 dBm into 25 ohms; b, = 2.750 Vpeak,

S^-order tones at -15.2 dBm into 25 ohms; b3 = 0.0389 Vpeak,

S^-order tones at -24.2 dBm into 25 ohms; b5 = 0.0138 Vpeak,

7th-order tones at -33.2 dBm into 25 ohms; b7 = 0.0049 Vpeak.

We may then solve for kt, k3, k5, and k7. The results are:

kx = 6.352

k2 = 0.693

Jc5 = -2.510

kj = 3.900

(29)

In summary, the nominal input level is

HF input x = axcoswxt + axcosw2t

=
,A2coswxt

+
,A2cosw2t

(30)

and the amplifier under test is characterized as

HF output y = 6 . 352x + 0 .

693x3 - 2 .

510x5 + 3 .

900x7 (31)

HF output y = 2.7 5 (coswxt+cosw2t)
+ .0389 (cos (2wx-w2) t + cos (2^2-1^) t)

+
. 0138 (cos (3v1-2w2) t + cos (3W2-2WL) t) (32)

+ . 0049 (cos (4^-3^) t + cos (4w2-3wL) t)
+ wideband products
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5. PREDISTORTION FUNDAMENTALS

It has been demonstrated [9] that it is possible to

create a predistortion signal in the form of a power series to

reduce the distortion present at the output of an amplifier.

This section will elaborate on the developments of Hecken

and Heidt, with expansion to higher-order amplifiers, and

higher-order predistortion. When higher than third-order

predistortion is used, there is interaction between the

predistortion amplitudes; this interaction is discussed

herein. The development of the mathematical framework is

developed in general, with specific examples given that

pertain to the RF-1310 power series model developed earlier,

under the nominal conditions of a! = 0.42 V, f0 = 2 . 0 MHz, and

a two tone input at 500 and 625 Hz.

An IMD reduction technique is useful in practice only if

the total IMD power is reduced. Techniques exist

(particularly choice of bias setting) that will improve the

third-order intermodulation performance at the expense of

higher-order intermodulation, and vice-versa. A true test of

usefulness of a technique is one where a particular order of

intermodulation can be reduced without raising the level of

any other ordered tone, and certainly not raise the overall,

or total IMD, defined by
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Pin = 3rd order IMD + 5th order IMD +
. . . . (33)

P. - S bi i=3 5 7 (34)
1 ^ioad

By modifying the baseband input to the RF-1310 Output

Amplifier, the following cases have been studied to determine

whether P^ can be reduced.

A. Third-order Insertion

With a seventh-order power series model, the amplifier is

described as

= Sicjx^ i = 1,3,5,7 (35)Y
x

where, for the RF-1310 amplifier under nominal conditions,

kx = 6.352

Jc3 = 0.693

k5 = -2.510
(36)

kj = 3.9 00

A four- tone signal can be applied to this amplifier, of

the form
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x = a3cos(2w1-w2) t + axcoswxt ,-*

+ a2cosw2t + a4cos (2w2-wx) t

where the variables a3 and a4 are additions to the two-tone

input signal, created by passing the input signal through a

third-order transfer function. The purpose of the DSP

predistorter is to generate these extra terms. This is done

by sampling the input waveform, operating on each sample

(y = ktx +
k3x3

+ . . .) , and sending the result to the exciter.

It will be shown that a3 and a4 are present in the

equations for the distortion terms. If the "inserted" levels

of a3 and a4 can be controlled, there is an opportunity to

choose the levels of a3 and a4 in order to minimize P^.

With aj=a2 and a3=a4, the output spectrum is symmetric, in

the sense that all lower and upper terms of each order are of

the same amplitude (characteristic of AM-AM distortion) . With

this assumption, the output equation in terms of a!=a2, a3=a4,

kx, k3, k5, and k7 has been determined, and is listed in the

Appendix. With au k1# k3, k5, and k7 determined by the drive

level and amplifier transfer function, all variables are known

except for a3. This variable may then be chosen to minimize

individual distortion components, or the overall IMD level.
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B. Cancellation of the Third-Order Term

Frequently, IMD specifications limit the amount of energy

in any one tone (for example, "no IMD tone shall be less than

35 dB below the fundamental tone"). Under these

circumstances, it would be advantageous to cancel a particular

term or terms, usually the third order- term.

If we consider the following baseband input

u = a3cos (2n (2fx-f2) ) t + axcos2nfxt

+ axcos2nf2t + a3cos (2n (2f2-fx) ) t
(38)

that is upconverted to the HF band

x = a3cos (2wx-w2) t + axcoswxt ,,_.

+ axcosw2t + a3cos (2^2-^) t

and is inserted into an amplifier with transfer function

y = Ytk^1, i = 1,3,5,7 (40)

it can be shown that the output y is
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HF output y = bx(coswxt+cosw2t)
+ b3 (cos (2wx-w2) t + cos (2w2-wx) t)

+ b5 (cos (3wx-2w2) t + cos (3w2-2wx) t)
+ h, (cos (4wx-3w2) t + cos (4^2-3*^) t)
+ jb9 (cos (,5wx-Aw2) t + cos (5w2-4wx) t)
+ jbu(cos (6wx-5w2) t + cos (6^-5^) t) (41)
+ jb13 (cos (7*^-6 w2) t + cos (7w2-6wx) t)
+ b15(cos(8wx-7w2) t + cos(8w2-7wx) t)
+ b17 (cos (9wx-8w2) t + cos (9^-8^) t)

+ jb19 (cos (10wx-9w2) t + cos (10^2-9^) t)
+ b2X(cos (llwx-10w2) t + cosdlv^-lOw^) t)

plus wideband products, or

2/Jb2i.1(cos(iv1-(i-l) w2) t+cos (iw2-(i-l) wx) t) , (42)
1=1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10.

As demonstrated previously, we may express these terms as a

function of a^O.42, k1# k3, Jk5, and k7. For example, the

third-order term, typically the highest level tone, may be

described as (from the Appendix) :

+ (14700Jc7a12/64+100ie5/l6)
a35

+ (12250^31/64) a3
+
(22050;c7a14/64+600;c5a12/l6+9JC3/4)a33 (43)

+ (11025k7al /64!+300k5al/16) a3
+ (5145k7ax/64+300k5a?/l6+18k3aZ/4:+kx)a3

+ {735k7al/64:+50k5al/l6+3k3ax/A)

With the exception of a3, the third-order insertion
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level, all variables in the expressions are known from the RF-

1310 amplifier model.

Using the assumption that the addition of the a3 terms

are sufficiently small to not affect the klf k3, ks, and k7

terms (these terms were shown to be constant over +/- several

dB, whereas the effect of a3 on the output amplitude is much

less than 1 dB) , we may express b3 as

b3 =
74.65a37

+
142.33a35

+ 55.31a3 +
....3

, , (44)
26.77a3 + 5.29a3 + 7.16a3 + 0.039

By setting b3 to zero (the desired result) , we may solve for

a3= - 0.0055 (45)

This indicates that the third-order term, previously fixed at

-37 dB below either of the desired tones, can be canceled

entirely via a controlled insertion of additional terms at the

input to the amplifier (Note that there are seven solutions

for a3; a3 = -.0055 is the solution that reduces b3 to zero,

while minimizing the total IM level, P^) .

The equations for all output intermodulation tones, order

3 through 21, have been determined, and are listed in the

Appendix. At the nominal level, Table I lists the terms

before and after predistortion.
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Table I. IMD terms before, after third-order predistortion.

TERM Before

Pim = -36.4 dB

After

Pirn = "47.4

a3 = -.0055

bi 0.0 0.0

b3 -37 -92

b5 -46 -48

b7 -55 -58

b9 no term -77

bu no term -144

b13 no term -187

b15 no term

b17 no term

b19 no term

b2j no term

Note that the overall IM level (P^) is reduced from -36.4 dB

to -47.4 dB when using third-order predistortion.

Using the seventh-order model listed above, and a two-

tone baseband input with third-order tones inserted, a closed-
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form solution for the output spectrum has thus been found.

There are several methods of making the predistorted

signal . Most of these solutions in the past have been analog

in nature, that is, analog circuitry was developed to create

the predistortion transfer function. Of the DSP-based

solutions, there are two known methods: adjustment of the

input signal amplitude as a function of level, and adjustment

of the input signal amplitude by running it through a power

series. The former method requires a good deal of memory, as

it is a technique that usually requires a look-up table. The

latter method, used in the course of this work, only requires

storage of the power series coefficients (k3, k5, ...).

C. Minimization of Overall Distortion Power

With the exception of a3, the third-order insertion

level, all variables in the expressions are known from the

amplifier model. With j^-order insertion applied to a k"1-

order amplifier transfer function, the output has distortion

up to order (j * k) . Thus, with third-order insertion applied

to a seventh-order amplifier, the output has distortion up to

order (3*7) =21. To minimize the output distortion power

is to minimize
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min(Pijn) = min (vi/R + v/R + . . . + vljR)

= min (S Vj/R) , i=3, 5,7,9, . . ., (j k) .

= min( V2)/R, 2=3,5,7,9 ,21.

X

j = insertion order = 3

k = amplifier transfer function order = 7

R = load impedance = 25 ohms resistive

The distortion is minimized [18] when

(46)

-J-U* VJ)=0, i = 3,5 21
da3 x

(47)

D. Fifth-order Predistortion

A natural extension is to insert third- and fifth-order

predistortion terms. This is done by making

x = a5cos (3^-2Wj) t + a3cos ( 21^-^2) t + a^osu^t

+ a2cosw2t + a4cos(2w2_^i) t + a6cos Ow^*^) t

the input to the amplifier. The calculations involved with

such a model become quite involved (67*2 individual terms) , so

a computer program was written to calculate b1 and all of the

distortion terms (b3, b5,....). Letting a,=a2, a3=a4, a5=a6, the

third-order in-band term equals (b,, b5 and higher-order terms

are listed in the Appendix)
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(49)

b3 = (1225Jc7/64) al
+ (147 007a2/64+22050.fc7a1a5/64+147 00.k7a52/64

+100^5/16) at
+ (l2250k7al/64+36750k7alas/64

+1225k7 a% /64+1837 5k7axa%/ 6 4)
a34

+ (22050ic7a14/64+58800ic7a13a5/64

+95550^7aia52/64 +58800^7a^l/64

+22050Jc7a4/64+6 00Jc5a2/l6

+800Jc5a1a5/l6+600Jr5a52/l6+9Jc3/4) a3
+ (11025k7a!/64+4777 5kjaxas/64

+66150k7alai/64+66150k7alal/64

+147 00ic7a1a54/64+300Jc5a13/l6

+9 00ic5a12a5/l6 +3 00k5axai/l6)
a32

+ (5145^1/64+17640^3^5/64

+4777 5k7axial/64+51k7alal/64

+44100k7alal/64+147 00k7axal/64
+4900k7al/64+300ksax/l6+600k5alas/l6

+120 0k5ala*/ 16 +6 00k5axal/16

+300k5al/l6+18k3al/4+18k3axa5/4+18k3ai/4+kx) a3
+ {7 35k7al/64+367 5kjata5/64

+7 350k7atal/64+147 00k7axal/64

+7 350k7axai/64+7 350k7axai/64

+50k5ai/l6+200k5axa5/l6+200k5ax3ai/l6

+300k5a?ai/l6 +3k3al/4+9k3axa5/4)

Higher-order predistorters require a more elaborate

algorithm, since the variables b3 and b5 interact. In other

words, when b5 is varied to reduce either the fifth-order or

overall IMD level, the value of b3 can then be adjusted (or

readjusted) to obtain further distortion reduction. Computer

simulations and laboratory experiments conducted herein show
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that this interaction is small, and that algorithms can be

determined that converge to a solution. The IMD products are

clearly not independent (see Appendix) , since the

predistortion terms a3 and a5 appear in multiple output

distortion terms, but their dependence is weak enough that

individual products can be reduced in an iterative fashion,

and yield a minimized P^.

In the fifth-order insertion case, there are two unknown

variables, namely a3 (third-order insertion level) and a5

(fifth-order insertion level) . The output has distortion

terms up to order (5*7) =35. As above, minimum output

distortion is described as

minfPjJ = l*min(v?) ,2=3,5,7,9, .. .,35. (50)
R. J.

i*min[zj, V? (a3,a5)] ,i=3,5,7,9 ,35. (51)
it.

min(piJ =

-*min[-r viva3,a5

This equation is satisfied when

d2

[y?(a3,[Z, V2(a3,as)] = 0,
da3da5

L

l
'1S 3' 5

(52)

i = 3, 5, . . . , 35

This equation has been plotted versus a matrix of values for
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a3 and a5 to observe its behavior. In the simulations that

follow this section, it has been shown that the following

algorithm converges to the optimum solution:

1. With a5=0, choose a3 such that

d ,2
da.

(V3)=0 (53)

2. With a3 so determined, choose a5 such that

9 (V52)=0 (54)
da5

3 . With a5 so determined, choose a3 such that

3 (V32)=0 (55)
da3

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until convergence.

An alternative algorithm, one that starts by optimizing

a5 with a3 equal to zero, is also possible. By minimizing the

highest-order distortion first, there is a potential to obtain

convergence is a minimum number of steps, since the highest -

order predistortion is the only term that affects the highest -

order distortion (see equations in the Appendix) .

This algorithm also lends itself to adaptive procedures

using DSP, for example:
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1. With a5=0, vary a3 to minimize third-order IMD

2. With a3 determined, vary a5 to minimize fifth-order IMD

3. With a5 determined, vary a3 to minimize third-order IMD

4 . Repeat steps 2 and 3 until coefficients change by less

than a specified amount.

It is shown in Chapter 7 that starting with the highest-

order insertion first has benefits; the method used to

generate the highest -order tone insertion also generates lower

order insertion levels. By starting with the highest-order

tone, the IMD levels may be reduced in a systematic fashion.

The forthcoming simulated results yield several examples

of how this adaptation algorithm works, and is shown in the

following section. The results show that both the third- and

fifth-order IMD can be significantly reduced, under a variety

of drive levels, when the correct predistortion levels are

chosen. For the nominal (a! = 0.42V) case, with

a3 = third-order level = -.0054

a5 = fifth-order level = -.0016

then P^ the total IMD, equals - 59.3 dB, relative to one of

two equal fundamental tones, which is an improvement over the

-36.4 dB with no predistortion (a3 =0, a5 = 0) , and the -47.4

dB in the third-order predistortion case (a3 = -.0055, a5 = 0) .

Table II compares the three instances.
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Table II. No vs. third- vs. fifth-order predistortion.

TERM Before

P^ = -36.4 dB

Third

p. = -47 4

a3 = -.0055

Third/Fifth

Pim = -59.3 dB

a3 = -.0054

a5 = -.0016

b, 0.0 0.0 0.0

b3 -37 -92 -87

b5 -46 -48 -89

b7 -55 -58 -60

b9 no term -77 -72

bn no term 144 -110

b13 no term 187 -129

b15 no term -156

bn no term -176

b19 no term -210

b21 no term -218
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6. SIMULATED RESULTS

A. Distortion Minimized versus Amplitude

Using the seventh-order model that was developed earlier,

the amplifier performance was optimized at an input level of

.42 Vpeak, and at -2, -1, +1, and +2 dB relative to this nominal

level. In all cases, the amplifier distortion could be

reduced using either third or fifth-order predistortion.

Figures 7 through 11 show the "before and after" plots of IMD,

using fifth-order predistortion.
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Figure 11. IMD Before and After Fifth-order Predistortion
(+01 dB)
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It is clear that with fifth-order predistortion, the third-

and fifth-order intermodulation terms can be reduced in all

cases .

The order of IMD that can be canceled will correspond to

the order of the predistortion inserted. This is apparent

when one considers that i^-order insertion into a j*-order

model yields ((i*j)-l)/2 equations with (i-l)/2 unknowns.
By-

neglecting (i*(j-l))/2 equations, there are (i-l)/2 equations,

(i-1) /2 unknowns, and a closed form solution may be obtained.

As a result, the order that may be canceled corresponds to the

number of terms inserted; the IMD orders above the insertion

order are not necessarily canceled, but are usually lower than

the level of the lower orders (prior to cancellation) . The

practical design tradeoff is IMD performance versus DSP

performance in the areas of computational complexity and

resolution (number of A/D conversion bits) .

A shortcoming of many distortion reduction techniques is

that they optimize one order of IMD at the expense of others.

For example, amplifier bias can often be adjusted to improve

third-order or fifth-order IMD, but not both. The above

figures illustrate that DSP predistortion can cancel both 3rd

and
5th terms; the impact on

7th
and higher order terms is

small enough to make this technique a viable one, as the total

IMD is lower than without predistortion is all cases shown in
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Figures 8 through 12 .

B. Distortion Minimized at Nominal Level

Figure 13 is a graph of the improvement possible, versus

drive level, when
3rd
and 3rd/ 5th order predistortion is employed

at each specific level. By contrast, Figure 14 shows the

distortion level versus drive level, when the predistortion is

optimized at 0.42 V (nominal input drive level) and then left

alone .

The IMD is improved at all levels except at -2 dB drive,

where it is slightly worse. This indicates that although

solutions exist for any power level, the nominal power level

should be known prior to operation. This relates to

companding theory, where compression followed by expansion has

benefits in terms of improved signal-to-noise ratio over a

range of power levels (dynamic range) [10] . Expansion

followed by compression (i.e., amplifier predistortion)

results in an opposite effect, that is, the amplifier drive

level should be known, and held constant. In practice, most

HF transmitters in industry have power control circuits that

achieve this result .
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C. Sensitivity of Cancellation

With some distortion reduction techniques, the solution

is narrow. There is a critical setting at which the

distortion is reduced, but close to that setting there is

little or no improvement, and in some cases degradation.

The results simulated herein indicate that the IMD level

drops gracefully as a function of the third-order

predistortion level. In practice, this means that the

solution need not be exact to achieve improvement .
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For example, Figures 15 through 19 show that any third-

order insertion level between 0 and 200 percent improves the

IMD performance. With no predistortion, the IMD level of the

nominal case is -36 dB. With third-order distortion (y-axis) ,

the distortion steadily improves to an optimum point of -47 dB

at a3 = -.0055. Moving along the x-axis (fifth-order

predistortion) , the IMD steadily improves to a point that is

very close to the overall optimum solution. As a result, an

algorithm that will optimize third- and fifth-order
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intermodulation in an iterative fashion converges rapidly to

the optimum solution. Alternatively, the function appears to

lend itself readily to the well-known gradient search

algorithms that exist (steepest descent, for example) .

In a practical iterative solution, the output of an

amplifier would be sampled and downconverted. This signal

would then be applied to a DSP circuit that performs an FFT,

then evaluates P^. As part of a learn sequence, it has been

shown [5] that similar techniques converge to an updated

solution in a short period of time (4 milliseconds) .
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Table III lists the IMD as a function of a3, at the

optimum drive level (+00 dB) .

Table III. IMD as a function of a,.

* f a3,opt a3 IMD(dB)

0 0 -36

50 -.0025 -43

100 -.0050 -47

150 -.0075 -43

200 -.0100 -36

From the above figures and Table III, it can be seen that

inexact optimization yields improvement of total IMD level .

Once a3opt is determined, fifth-order predistortion can be

added. Table IV shows the IMD as a function of a5, with a3

optimized, and is defined as a5optja3i0i.opt
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Table IV. IMD as a function of as, with a3 optimized.

0 JT 1
-s or a5opt|a3opt a5 IMD(dB)

0 0 -47

50 -.00075 -52

100 -.00150 -58.8

150 -.00225 -52

200 -.00300 -47

This iterative solution may be extended to the desired degree.

For example, Table V lists the progression of the solution,

and the resulting IMD.

Table V. IMD improvement versus algorithm iteration.

ITERATION a3 a5 IMD(dB)

0 0 0 -36

1 -.0050 0 -47

2 -.0050 -.001 -57

3 -.0055 -.001 -58.8

4 -.0055 -0015 -58.8
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7. LABORATORYWORKWITH THE RF-1310

A prototype of the DSP-based predistorter was built to

compare theoretical results against actual measurements. A

block diagram of the test circuitry is shown in Figure 20.

AUDIO INPUT

FUNDAMENTAL TONES

2-4 3Vpeak * 2 . 243Vpeafc * 2 . 4 2Vpeafc * 2 2 75Vpeak * 2

AUDIO 500 ohms

DSP BOX
SDO ohms

EXCITER
5D ohms

GENERATORS AMPL I F I ER

A SHIFT - 1 6* I NPUT

3rd ORDER TONES

ODOVpeak * 2 . OOSVpeak * 2 . OOSSVpeak * 2 .Cn2Vpeek
* 2

i nf dB -3B dB -38 dB -Al dB

5th ORDER TONES

aoovpeofc * 2 .002Vpeafc
* 2 . 0016Vpeak ~ 2 . 012Vpeak * 2

I nf OB -AQ dB -ab a ae -Al dB

Figure 20. Predistortion Circuitry

The predistorter input comes from a baseband source (in the

test case, two audio generators) ; the output is a baseband

signal that is sent to the RF-1310 Exciter. This signal is
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upconverted to the HF spectrum in the RF-1310 Exciter, then

amplified to the desired output level (nominally +2 0 dBm, or

100 mW) .

The RF-1310 Output Amplifier is a class A design that has

a nominal gain of 20 dB. The output amplifier has been

identified (and verified) as the predominant cause of

distortion in the RF-1310 amplifier; the signal present at

the input the amplifier has lower distortion, on all orders,

by greater than 10 dB. The transfer function of this

amplifier has been described in earlier sections, and formed

the basis for the simulated results in the previous section.

In this section, the RF-1310 is tested under a variety of

practical conditions, with and without predistortion. The

results are compared to the simulated (theoretical) results

found previously.

A. Distortion Minimized versus Amplitude

i. Model Validity

The amplifier distortion versus drive level was discussed

in Chapter 4 . It was determined that the model closely

describes the IMD levels for both underdrive and overdrive

conditions .

ii. Solution versus Simulated Results

Table VI shows the IMD versus output level, optimized at
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each level . The first column shows the output power level

relative to the nominal case. The second column lists the

amplifier output level per tone in dBm (equal to analyzer

level + 29.3 dB) . Columns 3 and 4 are the IMD levels, at the

output, before and after third-order predistortion, when

optimized at each individual level . The HEX code refers to

the constant required in the DSP program to achieve optimum

cancellation.

These results are compared with the theoretical levels

determined previously. In the Table, P^, after is the

measured result, as opposed to the theoretical result P-^^,

theory. In the Hex code column, IM3 is the measured third-

order IM product, as opposed to the theoretical ratio of a3/a! .

The relationship between the hexadecimal code and the third-

order level (relative to the fundamental) is developed in

Chapter 9. This level, present at the DSP output, is compared

to the theoretical relationship between the fundamental and

third-order level, at the amplifier input. In other words,

the DSP output (amplifier input) IM measured should equal the

theoretical amplifier input IM required for minimum output IM.

The results indicate a reasonable correlation between the

theoretical predictions, and the results found through

laboratory testing. There are several potential reasons that

there are differences between theory and practice, including:
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distortion in the upconversion process not accounted for,

inexact power series characterization, or AM-PM conversion.

Table VI. IMD versus Output Level

level level Pin, p. Hex pc im.aft 1 a3/al 1

rel . , abs . , bef ., after, code, theory theory,

dB dBm dB dB IMj dB dB

-02 19.8 -45.7 -56.0 0070H

-50dB

-59 .004

-48dB

-01 20.8 -41.6 -50.2 00D0H

-45

-52 .008

-42

+00 21.8 -34.5 -41.2 0260H

-36

-47 .013

-38

+ 01 22.8 -28.8 -35.3 04C0H

-30

-42 .033

-30

+02 23.8 -25.9 -33.0 07A0H

-27

-39 .062

-24

B. Distortion Minimized at One Level

Of interest is what happens to the IMD, versus level,

when third-order predistortion is determined at the nominal
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power level, then left alone.

Sensitivity to amplifier power level was measured as

follows. The amplifier was optimized at +00 dB with a two-

tone input. The amplifier level was then varied +/- 2 dB .

Table VII shows the IMD versus output level, when optimized at

the nominal level of a2 = 0.42V.

As above, the IMD levels measured with and without

predistortion are compared to the theoretical results derived

earlier.
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Table VII. IMD versus Output Level, one setting

level level Pim p.
im

Hex p* un.aft 1 a3/a, |

rel . , abs . , bef . , after, code, theory theory,

dB dBm dB dB IM3 dB dB

-02 19.8 -45.7 -37.0 0200H

-37dB

-39 .013

-3 8dB

-01 20.8 -41.6 -39.0 0200H

-37

-44 .013

-38

+00 21.8 -34.5 -40.1 0200H

-37

-47 .013

-38

+ 01 22.8 -28.8 -33.0 0200H

-37

-35 .013

-38

+ 02 23.8 -25.9 -28.8 0200H

-37

-25 .013

-38

Figure 21 compares no predistortion with predistortion

optimized at each power level, and with predistortion

optimized at one level only.
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Figure 21. Laboratory Results, Third-order Predistortion

C. Tests versus Carrier Frequency

The characteristics of the amplifier change as a function

of frequency, due to variation in both frequency-dependent

amplifier parameters (such as impedance transformation) and

frequency-dependent device characteristics (including s-

parameters) . It is of interest to determine how predistortion

acts as a function of frequency.

i. Model Validity versus Carrier Frequency

To this point, the amplifier model has assumed a carrier
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frequency of 2.0000 MHz. Frequently, amplifier IMD will

change as a function of carrier frequency. However, for the

particular amplifier under test, the IMD was found to be

constant over the 2 MHz to 30 MHz range.

Table VIII is a list of transfer function coefficients

versus frequency.

Table VIII. IMD vs. Frequency, no predistortion.

CARRIER FREQUENCY

MHz

level

dB

Pim

dB

b3

dB

b5

dB

b7

dB

2 21.8 34.4 -35 -44 -57

7 21.8 -35.4 -36 -45 -55

12 21.8 -32.5 -33 -42 -57

17 21.8 -35.3 -36 -44 -55

22 21.8 -35.5 -36 -45 -58

27 21.8 -35.6 -36 -46 -57

30 21.8 -35.4 -36 -45 -56

ii. Solution versus Carrier Frequency

An optimum third-order solution versus frequency was
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found during the laboratory testing; the results are shown in

Table IX.

Table IX. IMD vs. frequency, third-order predistortion.

FREQUENCY

MHz

level

dBm

Pirn

dB

b3

dB

b5

dB

b7

dB

Hex

Code

2 21.8 -40.2 -46 -42 -52 0260H

7 21.8 -42.2 -51 -43 -53 01B0H

12 21.8 -37.9 -45 -39 -54 02B0H

17 21.8 -42.2 -52 -43 -54 01E0H

22 21.8 -40.7 -43 -45 -55 0180H

27 21.8 -41.3 -44 -45 -55 0160H

30 21.8 -42.2 -46 -45 -54 0180H

This table shows that predistortion works in the laboratory

over the entire 2-30 MHz range. The optimum solution tends

to be fairly constant versus frequency, a reflection on the

fact that the transfer function is also fairly constant over

the range .

The ability to have a solution that is carrier frequency

dependent is easily accommodated in most exciters available in
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industry. A look-up table is commonly used, where the input

frequency acts as the input address to a ROM, with the output

being the hexadecimal code required to achieve optimum

predistortion .

iii. One Solution versus Carrier Frequency

An optimum third-order solution versus frequency was

found during the laboratory testing; the results are shown in

Table X.

Table X. IMD vs. frequency, third-order, one setting.

CARRIER

FREQUENCY

level p.
"- im b3 b5 b7 CODE

2 MHz 21.8 -40.1 -45 -42 -54 0200H

7 21.8 -40.6 -45 -43 -53 0200H

12 21.8 -37.8 -42 -40 -55 0200H

17 21.8 -41.0 -49 -42 -54 0200H

22 21.8 -39.7 -42 -44 -55 0200H

27 21.8 -38.8 -41 -43 -55 0200H

30 21.8 -40.3 -43 -44 -54 0200H

'
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For this amplifier, one solution will improve the IMD at all

frequencies. This is the simplest method to implement in

practice.

R. Buckley Uor. 26. 1 993 6:05:1 2 PM
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Figure 22. Laboratory Results vs. Frequency

D. Tests versus Baseband Tone Spacing

i. Model Validity versus Baseband Tone Spacing

The amplifier model has been developed by testing the

amplifier with baseband tones at 500 and 625 Hz. Frequently,

amplifier IMD will change as a function of tone spacing. To
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determine the extent to which this affects the RF-1310 output

amplifier, the IMD was measured at the tone spacings shown in

Table XI.

Table XI. IMD versus Tone Spacing.

AUDIO TONE #1 AUDIO TONE #2 IMD (3rd)

Lower

IMD (3rd)

Upper

500 Hz 625 -35 -35

500 800 35 -36

500 1300 -35 -37

500 1800 35 -34

500 2300 -35 -35

1400 1900 -34 -33

In this case, 3 00 Hz and 3 000 Hz are the baseband channel

cutoff frequencies. The measurements taken show that the

amplifier IMD is essentially unaffected by tone spacing. A

comparison of wide and narrow spacings show a third-order

difference of approximately 2 dB (narrow spacing is higher) .

Fifth-order tones were also approximately 2 dB higher in the

narrow case, with the seventh order tones about 1 dB higher.

It is possible that the wide spaced tones were producing an
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output signal that was slightly lower (.25 to .50 dB) than in

the narrow case, due to the ripple in the IF filtering. This

would account for the slightly lower IMD tones. Nonetheless,

an IMD change of 2 dB or less is small, relative to the change

in IMD from unit-to-unit and from the standpoint of IMD

reduction. An adaptive scheme for reducing IMD would absorb

such tolerances.

ii. Solution versus Baseband Tone Spacing

Table XII shows how the solution improves IMD as a

function of tone spacing. In all cases, the amplifier showed

a reduction of IMD tones. The amplifier and DSP coefficients

were unchanged throughout the test .
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Table XII. IMD Improvement versus Tone Spacing.

AUDIO

TONE #1

AUDIO

TONE #2

IMD3

before

Lower

IMD3

before

Upper

IMD3

after

Lower

IMD3

after

Upper

500 Hz 625 Hz -35 -35 -45 -48

500 800 -35 -36 ''-357111 -42

500 1300 -35 -37 ,:.-. "35 -38

500 1800 -35 -34 -35 -40

500 2300 -35 -35 * ~35 -35

1400 1900 -34 -33 -45 -43

During this testing several issues became apparent.

First, the effectiveness of the predistortion is significantly

reduced as the tone spacing widens. This is due to sharp

filtering at the 455 kHz Intermediate Frequency (IF) . This

issue is discussed at length in Chapter 10; it suffices to

say at this point that the predistortion should occur after

any 3 kHz wide filtering takes place.

Second, with the processing done at baseband, third- and

fifth-order harmonics of the processed baseband signal are

potentially present in the 300 - 3000 Hz range. For example,

the third harmonic of 500 Hz, located at 1500 Hz, is present
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in the baseband spectrum when predistortion is added. This

harmonic signal is unwanted. A common solution to this

problem is to have a "digital IF", where the absolute tone

frequencies are higher; this separates the intermodulation

tone frequencies from the harmonic frequencies.

Third, digital noise is a concern. Using a 12 -bit A-to-D

converter, the signal to noise ratio is theoretically 74 dB,

but was not this good in practice. Use of more a more up=to-

date processor, A/D converter, and D/A converter would surely

reduce the digital noise levels.

E . Number of Input Tones

The RF-1310 Output Amplifier was tested with up to seven

tone inputs. IMD performance is superior in all cases of two

to seven baseband tones, with no adjustments made whatsoever

to the DSP coefficients.

The amplifier was subjected to two- through seven-tone

baseband inputs in the following manner. The amplifier was

optimized with a two-tone input. The amplifier and DSP

coefficients were left alone entirely, while baseband tones

were added.

In all cases, the amplifier showed a reduction of IMD

tones. Plots were made for all cases of input tones (two

through seven) ; all plots exhibit improvement to similar

degree .
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F. Laboratory Tests with Fifth-order Predistortion

i. Convergence vs. Algorithm Choice

Tests were run in the lab to determine whether third- and

fifth-order predistortion could be reduced simultaneously,

using the algorithm developed in Chapter 5 .

With the nominal case, the algorithm was simulated by

inserting k3 first, then k5, then k3, and so on. The algorithm

was then simulated by inserting k5 first, then k3, then k5, and

so on. The results are shown in Tables XIII and XIV.

Table XIII. Simulated Results, ks optimized first.

k3 k5 p.
* im ^im,3rd ^im,5th

0 0 -36.4 -37 -46

0 -.0020/-46 -37.1 -37 -80

-

.0054/-38 -.0020/-46 -56.6 -79 -59

-.0054/-38 -.0016/-48 -59.3 -87 -89
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Table XIV. Simulated Results, k3 optimized first.

k3 k5 ^im
pc im,3rd ^im,5th

0 0 -36.4 -37 -46

-.0055/-38 0 -47.4 -94 -48

-.0055/-38 -.0016/-48 -59.0 -70 -85

-.0054/-38 -.0016/-48 -59.3 -87 -89

Laboratory measurements were taken in a similar fashion,

Tables XV and XVI show the results.

Table XV. Test results, ks optimized first.

k3 k5 p. Pim,3rd Pim,5th

0 0 -34.5 -35 -44

0/-34 0450H/-48 -45.9 -50 -48

0/-34 0450H/-48 -45.9 -50 -48
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Table XVI. Test Results, k3 optimized first,

k3 k5 p. Pim,3rd Pim,5th

0 0 -34.5 -35 -44

0260H/-36 0/-inf -41.8 -48 -43

0260H/-36 0/-inf -41.8 -48 -43

Note that although the hexadecimal codes do not appear to

converge, the levels inserted do in fact converge; this is

because the method of S^-order tone insertion chosen for this

work also generates 3rd-order tones. The k3 level is then

chosen to alter the third-order insertion to the desired level

(details on this are presented in Chapter 9) .

The important result is that for the method of insertion

chosen in this work, the algorithm that operates on the

highest-order distortion first (i.e., fifth-order before

third-order) is the most straightforward. Since the third-

order insertion, for example, does not appreciably alter

fifth- or higher-order terms, it should be the variable

altered last. Of the algorithms proposed in Chapter 5, the

latter of the two, the one that modifies a5 first, is the best

choice in this case.
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8. MULTIPLE STAGE AMPLIFIER TESTING

The Harris RF-1140A 1 KW Transmitter converts incoming

baseband data to 1 KW of HF output power. This amplifier

consists of an exciter, followed by a power amplifier; The

RF-1310 Exciter converts baseband information to a 100 mW HF

signal. This power is converted to 1 KW by an RF-1110C three-

stage, solid-state power amplifier.

A typical product specification at this power level would

be -35 dB below one of two equal tones. Amplifiers by nature

are often overdriven into a state where they are no longer

linear. It would be of interest to investigate such an

overdriven condition, where the IMD is poorer than -35 dB, and

attempt to improve the IMD using predistortion.

Measurements were taken on one half of this multi-stage

amplifier at 2 MHz, at a power level of 560 W,,^. Baseband

tones of 500 and 625 Hz were applied to the DSP box, with the

DSP box output connected to the RF-1140A amplifier. The

output of the amplifier was measured for IMD under a variety

of predistortion conditions: none, third-order AM/AM, third-

order and fifth-order AM/AM, third-order AM/AM and AM/PM, and

finally third-order AM/AM and AM/PM, with fifth-order AM/AM

correction. The various results are considered as follows.

For this particular amplifier (an engineering model) , the
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third-order IMD was -27 dB with no predistortion. With third-

order insertion k3 = 0700Hex, the IMD improved to -32 dB . At

this juncture, it was noticed that the lower third-order IM

tone was considerably lower than the upper third-order IM

tone. The phase relationship between fundamental insertion

and third-order insertion was modified, resulting in an AM/PM

correction (see Chapter 11) that balanced the lower and upper

third-order tones to -35 dB each with a one sample (or 42

microsecond) delay. Subsequent testing with third-order

AM/AM, third-order AM/PM, and fifth-order AM/AM resulted in

still further improvement. The results are recounted in

Figure 23 .

In summary, multiple stage amplifier performance also

benefits from predistortion. As this is the most practical

use of predistortion, it is a significant result. Another

interesting result is that AM/PM conversion has a more

significant impact on the high-power amplifier testing than

just the RF-1310 Exciter alone; this result reconciles

several claims in the literature that AM/PM effects are more

prevalent at higher power levels.
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9. DSP DETAILS

A. Hardware Description

A DSP board and code were used to achieve the

predistortion amplitude and phase shift requirements. The DSP

board converts the incoming baseband signal to a 12 -bit

digital word, cubes each sample, multiplies the fundamental

and cubed terms by constants, and inserts a delay between the

fundamental (x) and the cubed term (k3x3) . For fifth-order

predistortion, the k5x5 term is added.

The DSP hardware is straightforward; a schematic of the

assembly is located in the Appendix. An existing DSP board

was modified to run as a stand-alone microprocessor (no co

processor was used) . The input to the board contains a 12 -bit

A/D converter. The output of this A/D converter is a digital

word that represents one tenth of the input signal. After

being operated on, the D/A converter turns the digital word

into an analog signal that represents ten times the value of

the digital word. If these levels prove to be too small,

scaling of the levels are accomplished at the processor by

left shifting prior to the power series operation, then right

shifting afterward to restore the signal back to its original

level. In the test results that follow, a scale factor of 16

(shift of four bits) was used.
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The sampling rate of the A/D and D/A converters need to

meet the Nyquist criteria, not for the highest frequency of

the input signal, but for the highest frequency of the

predistorted output signal. The highest frequency of the

output signal is usually higher than that of the input, as the

high-order predistortion terms reside (in frequency) both

above and below the input signal . Consequently, the higher

the order of the predistortion, the higher the sampling rate

required.

B. Firmware Description

The DSP code was written in Texas Instruments TMS32 010

assembly language. The code is approximately 100 lines long,

with an algorithm that runs as shown in Figure 24 .
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1 NPUT

uCnX

BASEBAND

S 1 GNAL

1
OFFSET

BY 1800Hex

SUCH THAT

0 V = OOOQHex

1
SHIFT LEFT

BY FOUR BITS

FOB

SCAL 1 NG

GENERATE

uCnD~3

1
MULT IPLY

uCrO~3

BY

Ic3

1

GENERATE

uCrd-5

|
MULT 1 PLY

uCrO-5

BY

fc5

1
xC.rO =

uCrO *

k3uCrO"3 *

K5uCn3~5

1
R 1 GHT SH 1 FT

BY FOUR BITS

FOR

SCAL 1 NG

|
OFFSET

BY -IBOOHex

TO RESTORE

DC OFFSET

1
OUTPUT

xCrO.

BASEBAND

S 1 GNAL

Figure 24 . Firmware Flowchart
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C. Theory and Practice Compared; Third-Order Case

A nominal input level of -7 dBm is chosen for this work.

This level is a convenient one, since the incoming audio is

usually low-distortion (harmonics less than 60 dBc) , yet is

large enough to use a significant portion of the A/D converter

range. This power corresponds to a voltage of

-7 dBm = 101og( ( V2/R) / . 001)

V=0.345Vrjns (56)

V= 0.489^

where R = 600 ohms, a standard audio load impedance.

i. Single Tone Case

For the single tone case, the input to the predistorter

is

u = Acoswxt (57)

and the predistorter output is

x = kxu + k3u3

= kx(Acoswxt) + k3(Acoswxt)3 (58)
= kx {Acoswxt) + k3A3 (coswxt) 3

Since [2]

(coswxt)3 = ^Scosp^t + ^ScosSa^t (59)
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then

x = kxAcoswxt + k3A3 ( .7 5coswxt+ .25cos3wxt)
= (Akx + ,7 5A2k3)coswxt + .25A2k3cos3wxt

(60)

In the no gain case (k,=l) , and with A = 0.4890, the equation

reduces to

x= (0.4890 +
. 0877 k3) coswxt + .0292k3cos3wxt (61)

Tests were run in the lab to correlate theory and

practice. A block diagram of the test set-up is shown in

Figure 25. As shown on the block diagram, the audio generator

output is set to -10.2 dBm, which results in -7 dBm being

applied to the input of the DSP board. When the signal passes

through the DSP board without predistortion, the output is

also -7 dBm, which appears as -17.7 dBm on the spectrum

analyzer (due to the 10.7 dB attenuation attributed to the 600

to 50 ohm in-line attenuator) .

For reference, the baseband input signal was measured

(with no predistortion added) ; the result is plotted in

Figure 26. The distortion term is small, and is similar to

the distortion of the baseband signal applied to the input of
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Figure 25. Block Diagram of the Predistortion Breadboard

the DSP box. Hence, no unwanted distortion was created by the

DSP box itself.

Next, predistortion was added. When compared to the

theoretical results (see Figure 27) , the measured output

distortion tracks the theoretical result closely.

Also measured was the validity of the response over the

baseband frequency range. Figure 28 shows that the third-

order insertion generates a harmonic level that is quite
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constant over the baseband frequency range.

ii. Two -tone Case

For the two- tone case, an input to the predistorter is

u = Bcosvt^fc + Bcosw2t (62)

and the predistorter output would be
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x = kxu + k3u2

kx (Bcoswx t+Bcosw2 1) + k3 (Bcoswx t+Bcosw2 1) 3

: kxB (coswxt+cosw2t) + k3B3 (coswxt+cosw2t)2

x = (kxB + 9k3B3/4) (coswxt + cosw2t)
+ 3k3B3/4 [ (cos (2wx-w2) t + cos {2w2-wx) t]
+ 3 k3B3 /4 \cos(2wx+w2) t + cos (21/2+11^) t]

+ k3B3 /4 [cos3wxt + cos3w2t]

(63)

(64)

The ALC of the a typical exciter (including the RF-1310)

maintains the peak-envelope-power such that the peak voltage

level is held constant. It can be shown that the result is
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Bcoswxt + Bcosw2t, B =
'489

= 0.2445 (65)

or
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x = (.2445 +
.0329ie3) (cosn^t + cosw2t)

+
. 0110Jc3 t (cos (2wx-w2) t + cos (2w2-wx) t]

+
. OIIO&3 [cos (2wx+w2) t + cos (2w2+wx) t]

+
.0036k3[cos3wxt

+ cos3w2t]

(66)

Figure 2 9 shows a plot of harmonic level as a function of

k3, third-order insertion factor.
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D. Theory and Practice Compared; Fifth-Order Case

As in the third-order case, the fifth-order insertion of

tones was tested and compared with, theoretical results.

i . Single Tone Case

For the single tone case, the input to the predistorter

is

u = Acoswxt (67)

and the predistorter output is

x = kxu + k3u3 + k5u5

= kx(Acoswxt) + k3(Acoswxt)3 + k5(Acoswxt)5 (68)
= kx(Acoswxt) + k3A3 (coswxt)3 + k5A5 (coswxt)5

Since

3 1(cosw.t)3 = cosw,t + cos3w,t
4 4

5 5 1(cosw,t)5 = cosw.t + cos3w,fc + COS5P/, t1 8 16 16 1

(69)

then

In the no gain case (k1=l) , and with A = 0.4890, the equation

reduces to
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3 1
x = kxAcoswxt + k3A3 (coswxt+ cos3wxt)

+k~A5(cosk t + cos3w, t + cos5w,t)5 8 1 16 x 16 x

x = (JqA + 3 + 5 Jcos^t (7)
4 8

+ ( + - )cos3w.t
4 16 x

k A5

+ cos5w, t
16 x

X= (.489 0 +
.0877^

+
.017 5k5) COSWxt

+ (.0292Jc3 + .0087Jc5)cos3w1t (71)
+

. 0017k5COS5wxt

Tests were run with -7 dBm being applied to the input of

the DSP board. When compared to the theoretical results (see

Figure 30) , the measured output distortion tracks the

theoretical result closely.

Note that fifth-order tones inserted in this manner also

insert third-order tones. When optimizing both third- and

fifth-order IMD, the fifth-order insertion (selection of k5)

should be performed first (to cancel the fifth-order IMD) ;

the third-order insertion (selection of k3) should then be

performed to alter the third-order insertion level that exists

to the level desired to cancel the third-order IMD.
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ii. Two -tone Case

For the two- tone case, an input to the predistorter is

u = Acoswxt + Acosw2t (72)

and the predistorter output would be
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x = kxu + k3u3

kx(Acoswxt+Acosw2t) + k3(Acoswxt+Acosw2t)3

+ (Acoswxt+Acosw2t) 5 (73)
: kxA{coswxt+cosw2t) + k3A3 {coswxt+cosw2t) 3

+ k5A5 (coswxt+cosw2t) 5

As in the third-order case, B =
.2445, which reduces in-

band portion of the equation to

x = (kxB + 9k3B3/4 + 25k5B5/4) (coswxt + cosw2t)

+ (3k3B3/4 + 25k5B5/8) [cos (2wx-w2) t + cos (2wa-w1) t] (74)

+ (5k5B5/8) [cos (3wx-2w2) t + cos(3w2~2wx) t]

or

x = (.2445 +
.0329^3

+
. 0055.fc5) (coswxt + cosw2t)

+ (.0110Jc3 +
.0027Jc5) [cos (2wx-w2) t + cos (2w2~wx) t] (75)

+
. 0005ie5 [cos {3wx-2w2) t + cos (3w2-2wx) t]

Figure 31 shows a plot of harmonic level as a function of

k5, fifth-order insertion factor under two-tone conditions.
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10. SHORTCOMINGS OF APPROACH PRESENTED

A. Intermediate Frequency (IF) Filtering

In the RF-1310 exciter, baseband information is

upconverted to a 455 kHz intermediate Frequency (IF) ,

filtered, then passed on to further upconversion circuitry

that generates the 2-30 MHz output signal. The IF filter

typically has a passband that corresponds to the information

channel to be transmitted. In this case, the channel is

roughly 3000 Hz wide, and resides just above or below the 455

kHz carrier (depending on whether the transmission mode is

lower sideband or upper sideband) . Therefore, any

predistortion generated prior to the IF upconversion will be

filtered away at the IF, unless the frequency of predistortion

resides in the channel 3000 Hz wide channel. In other words,

any predistortion that is outside the passband is filtered

away. While this is not a problem during testing, it is a

practical limitation to the effectiveness of the proposed

solution.

A straightforward solution to this problem would be to

process the signal after filtering is done. Two methods of

achieving this are to: 1) operate the DSP circuitry at a

higher frequency, or 2) do the filtering at a lower

frequency. The former solution is thought to be impractical
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at this time; however, improvements in DSP technology will

perhaps make this a viable alternative in the future.

The latter solution, to filter at a lower frequency, has

been successfully implemented in several "digital exciters"

that are new to the industry, and as a result, lends

themselves well to the use of DSP-based predistortion. In

fact, most digital exciters have a digital IF frequency, that

is higher than baseband, but much lower than 455 kHz (commonly

in the 10 to 2 0 kHz range) .

Operation of the predistorter at higher frequencies would

also allow for a more straightforward algorithm when operating

on a sum of baseband signals. Certain modes of operation,

including 2ISB (Independent Sideband) , require the combination

of two baseband signals. As this combination is typically

done at an IF frequency (455 kHz, for example) , a DSP the ran

at this frequency could process the composite signal . At

baseband, the method of predistortion prior to the combination

of the two signals is unclear.

B. Baseband Harmonic Generation

With the processing done at baseband, the third and fifth

harmonics of the processed baseband signal are present in the

300 - 3000 Hz range. For example, the third harmonic of 500

Hz, located at 1500 Hz, is present in the baseband spectrum.

This harmonic signal is unwanted.
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By using a digital IF, as described above, this problem

no longer exists, due to the fact that the harmonic energy no

longer resides in the band of interest, and is easily

filtered.

C. Digital Noise

It is important to minimize the amount of digital noise

transmitted. Using a 12 -bit A-to-D converter, the signal to

noise ratio is [11]

SNR (dB) = (6.02 * number of bits) +1.76

or in this case, 74 dB (12 -bit A/D converter) . This level is

lower than a typical 3rd-order IMD level by approximately 4 0

dB . For high-performance amplifiers, the number of A-to-D

conversion bits could be increased.

D. Higher Order Predistortion

Higher than 5th
order distortion requires significant

mathematical manipulation in the DSP. The move to a floating

point processor is perhaps in order at this time.
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11. AM-PM CONSIDERATIONS

A. Background

Several papers on amplifier linearization discuss the

importance of AM-PM conversion. The topic has been addressed

in a variety of mathematical frameworks (noise/no noise,

random inputs/deterministic inputs, single tone/multi-tone)

[16,17] . The result of these papers is that, to correct for

AM-PM distortion, the predistortion orders inserted need to be

in a specific phase relationship to the fundamental.

Analog systems, have been presented that achieve third-

order AM-PM predistortion, with an analog
"cuber" followed by

a phase shifter that is added to the fundamental [9] . These

circuits are narrowband in nature, working best at one carrier

frequency- These circuits also limit the user to third-order

predistortion, and do not lend themselves to adaptive type

systems . A DSP-based approach would solve these problems .

B. Amplifier Testing

To determine if AM-PM conversion was a significant

problem for the RF-1310 amplifier, IMD was tested at several

power levels. Table XVII shows that at nominal power, the

upper and lower third-order IM tones can both be canceled.
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Table XVII. IMD versus Drive Level

DRIVE LEVEL

(0=nominal)

IMD3

lower

before

IMD3

lower

after

IMD3

upper

before

IMD3

upper

after

0 -35 -47 -34 -49

+ 1 -30 -40 -30 -48

+2 -27 -37 -27 -49

At +1 dB, however, the cancellation of the upper term is

greater than that of the lower. At +2 dB, the difference

between the upper and lower terms becomes even greater .

Figure 31 shows the signals (before and after AM-AM

correction) at +2 dB.

The power series that was developed for AM-AM correction

does not take asymmetry into account. Hence, for AM-PM

distortion, equations have been developed that contain the

first derivative [9] , that is
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y = Y,kixi+k{*^
i

1 dt1

i = 1,2,3,4,5, . . .

k = constant coefficient

k{ = constant coefficient

(76)

where the derivative terms account for the AM-PM conversion.

The derivative terms account for the asymmetry between the

upper and lower distortion terms. These terms also indicate

a phase difference between the fundamental and higher-order
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terms .

Thus, an AM-PM corrector must control the phase

relationship between the fundamental and the higher-order

insertion levels. Using DSP, this translates into delaying

the third-order (or higher) insertion levels by a certain

number of samples. With a sample rate of 24 kHz, a one sample

delay in the DSP predistorter prototype corresponds to 41.7

microseconds. With a nominal-case beat frequency of 400 Hz in

the two-tone test (1200 and 1600 Hz) , this corresponds to a

phase shift of 6 degrees per sample, relative to the input

frequency.

At +2 dB drive, and input frequencies of 1200 and 1600

Hz, delays of 0, 1, and 2 samples were attempted. Table XVIII

shows that with no delay, the lower third is higher than the

upper, and at a 2 sample shift, the situation reverses. With

a one sample delay, the tones are approximately equal .
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Table XVIII. IMD versus Third-Order Delay

DELAY

# OF SAMPLES

IMD3

lower

before

IMD3

lower

after

IMD3

upper

before -

IMD3

upper

after

0 -27 -33 -27 -46

1 -27 -37 -27 -38

2 -27 -45 -27 -30

An algorithm to correct for both AM-AM and AM-PM

distortion would be:

1. Adjust highest-order insertion level to minimize Pim.

2. Adjust highest-order insertion phase to minimize Pim.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until P^ is minimized.

4. Adjust next highest-order level to minimize P^.

5. Adjust next highest-order phase to minimize P^.

6. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until P^ is minimized.

7. Repeat steps 4 through 6 down to third-order.

8. Repeat steps 1 through 7 until Pim is minimized.
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12. CONCLUSIONS

The primary contribution of this work is to show that DSP

predistortion can be applied to transmitter systems, and that

it is a viable alternative to previously reported techniques.

DSP predistortion should be viewed as one of many solutions to

a particular distortion problem, and used where it is cost-

effective to do so; the simplicity of the DSP hardware

required lends itself particularly well to recurring cost

considerations. Under such circumstances, DSP-based

predistortion will likely be of most value when there is high

frequency, a wide frequency range of transmission available

(to make use of the adaptive nature of the design) , and high

power (which makes other solutions difficult to implement) .

As time passes, digital exciters will make implementation

of DSP-based predistortion extremely cost-effective. Faster

A/D converters and DSP chips will make this technique more

useful with time, as the technique could likely be used

directly at an IF (or higher) frequency.



APPENDIX A: IMD TONES

IMD tones fifth-order insertion, 1 through 35 (Note, for
third-order insertion equation, set a5=0) .

bx = (4900^7ax/64+3675ic7a5/64) )
a36

+ (7350ic7a12/64 +14700^^5/64

+3675k,ai/64) al
+ (22050k1al/64+44100k1alas/64

+4777 5k7ai/64+147 00kJa2ai/64

+300^5a1/l6+200ic5a5/l6)
a34

+ (18375Jc73i/64+63700Jc73335/64

+66150k7aia52/64+44100A:7aia53/64

+4900.^5 /64+300.fc5a12/l6

+600ic5a1a5/l6+610Ji:5a52/l6)
a33

+ (15435.fc73i/64+44100.fc73i35/64

+95550^31 352/64 +66 150k,aZa2/64

+44100k7axa/64+7350k7as/64+600k5a!/l6

+900k5axa5/l6+1200k5axas/l6

+300k5ai/ 16 +18k3ax/4+9k3a5/4)
a32

+ (5145Jc73i/64+22050ic73i a5/64
+367 50Jc73ia52/64+7 2ic7aia53/64

+22050ic7ai2a5/64+147 00^7aia55/64

+250Jc53i /16 +800Jt5aia5/16

+600Jc5a2a52/16+600ic5aia53/16

+9k3a2/4+18k3aia5/4) a3
+ (1225ic7ai/64+1715^7ai6a5/64

+147 00Jc73i5352/64+367
SJc^a*

353/64

+22050^7ai3a5/64+49 00k7aia56/64

+100Jc5ai/l6+50i:5aia5/l6+600ic5aia52/l6

+3 00k5aia54/l6+9ic3ai/4+18^3a1a52/4+iCiai)

(l)



b3 = (1225Jc7/64)
337

+ (147 00^31/64+22050^3135/64+147 00^35/64

+I00ic5/16)
a35

+ (12250^31/64+36750^3135/64

+1225Jc7a53/64+1837 5k73i352/64)
a4

+ (22050^31/64+58800^3135/64

+9 5550^7a2a52/64+58800^7aia53/64

+22050^35 /64+600Jc53i/l6

+800Jc53i35/l6+6 00iC5352/l6+9i:3/4)
333

+ (11025^31/64+47775^3135/64

+66150*73i352/64+66150Jc73i2353/64

+147 00Jc73i354/64+300*53i/l6

+900k53i235/l6+3 00A:531352/l6)
32

+ (5145^31/64+17640^3135/64

+4777 5^31 352/64+51*7ai3a53/64

+44100*73ia54/64+147 00*7aia55/64

+49 00k7a56/64+300k5ai/l6+6 00k53ia5/l6

+1200*53i352/l6+600*53ia53/l6

+3 00A:5a54/16+18*3ai/4+18*3aia5/4+l8ic3a52/4+iCi) a3
+ (735Jc7ai/64+3675.fc73ia5/64

+7 350^31 352/64 +147 00k,axal/64

+7 350k1ala^/64+7 350k7alal/64

+50ksal/16+200k5axas/l6+200k^alal/l6

+300k5ax ai/16 +3k3al/4+9 k3ax2a5/4)

(2)



b5 = (3675k7ax/64+4900k7a5/64) 33
+ (7350k73i/64+7350k7aia5/64

+735ic7a52/64) ai
+ (147 00k7al/64+4777 5k7axa5/64

+44100^3131/64 +22050*7353/64

+200*5ai/l6+300ic5a5/l6) a3
+ (15925k7axi/64+44100k7a?as/64

+66l50k7a?a2/64+19600k7axai/64

+300k5ax/l6+200ksaxas/l6) a3
+ (8820*73i/64+47775*73i35/64

+66150*731 352/64+88200Jc73i2353/64

+367 50*73i354/64 +147 OOJc,355/64
+300*53i/l6+1200*53i35/l6

+9 00*5aia52/l6+6 00*5353/l6

+9*33i/4+18*3a5/4)
a32

+ (3675*731/64+14700*73135/64

+44100*73i352/64+16*73i353/64

+367 50*73i354/64+200*53i/l6

+400*53i35/l6+9 00*53i2352/l6+9*3ai/4) a,

+ (245*7ai/64+4900*7ai a5/64
+2205*7ai3|/64+22050*7a14a53/64

+147 00*7a2a55/64+1225*7a57/64

+10*5ai/l6+300*5aia5/l6+600*5aia53/l6

+100*5a55/l6+18*33i235/4+9*3a53/4+*1a5)

(3)



b, = (3675*7ai/64+1470*7a5/64) a3
+ (3675*7a2/64+14700*7axas/64

+7350*7352/64)
335

+ (14700*73i3/64+29400*73235/64

+29400*73i352/64+367 5*7353/64

+200*531/l6+50*535/l6)
a*

+ (8575*731/64+49000*73135/64

+58800*73i2a52/64 +49000*73i353/64

+147 00*7354/64+100*532/l6

+600*s3i3s/l6+300*5352/l6)
33

+ (7350*73i/64+33075*73i35/64

+66150*73i3352/64+51450*73i353/64

+22050*73i354/64+300*53i/l6

+600*53i35/l6+600*53i3|/l6

+9*33!/4) ai

(4)



b9 = (735*7/64) 33
+ (7350*7a2/64+16170*7aia5/64

+7 350*731/64+50*5/16)
a35

+ (6125*731/64+18375*73135/64

+22050*73i352/64+4900*7353/64)
a4

+ (7350*731/64+44100*73135/64

+51450*7aia52/64 +44100*,aia53/64

+7 350*7354/64+200*5ai/l6

+6 00*53i35/l6+200*5352/l6+3*3/4)
33

+ (3675*73i5/64+22050*73i35/64
+58800*733

al/64+367 50k7ala\/64

+29400*73i354/64+367 5*7355/64+100*53i/l6

+300*53235/l6+600*53i352/l6

+100*S353/16) a\
+ {245k7al/64+147OOi^alaJ64
+18375k7axal/64+24k7alal/64

+147 00*732354/64 +147 00*73ia55/64
+600*5ai35/l6+300*5aia5z/l6

+6 00*5ai353/l6+18*33i35/4) a3
+ (147 0*7ai6a5/64

+7 350*7ai5352/64+367 5*734353/64

+147 00*7ai3a54/64+367 5*7aia56/64

+50*5aia5/16+3 00*5ai3a52/l6

+200*5ai354/l6+9*33i352/4)

(5)



>n = (1470*7ai/64+3675*7a5/64) a3
+ (3675*7ai2/64+1470*7a135/64)

335

+ (3675*73i/64+29400*73i35/64

+29400*73i352/64 +147 00*7353/64

+50*5ai/16+200*5a5/l6)
a4

+ (4900*73i/64+19600*73i335/64

+367 50*732352/64+147 00*73i353/64

+1225*7a54/64+100*5ai/l6)
a33

+ (735*731/64+22050*73135/64

+44100*73ia52/64+51450*732353/64

+29400*73i354/64 +7 350*7a55/64

+600*5ai2a5/16+600*53i3|/16

+300*5353/l6+9*3a5/4)
a2

+ (7 350*7ai35/64+1837 5*73i4352/64

+48*73i353/64+147 00*73i354/64

+7 350*73ia55/64+200*5ai35/l6
+300*5ai2a52/16+200*53i353/l6) a3

+ (245*7ai635/64

+7 350*73ia52/64+1225*7aia53/64

+147 00*7ai3a54/64+367 5*7aia56/64

+300*5ai3352/l6

+200*53i354/l6+9*33i352/4)

(6)



b13 = (147 0*731/64+245*735/64)
a36

+ (735*73i/64+7350*73135/64

+7 350*7352/64) al
+ (3675*73i/64+14700*732a5/64

+7350*7ai352/64+50*53i/l6) 33
+ (1225*73i/64+14700*73335/64

+44100*7a2352/64 +29400*,3ia53/64

+147 00*7354/64+200*5a1a5/l6+300*5a52/l6) 33
+ (147 00*7a4a5/64+22050*7ai3a52/64

+367 50*7ai2a53/64+367 5*7a1a54/64

+300*5ai235/l6)
32

+ (147 0*73i35/64+22050*7aia52/64

+24*7ai3353/64+29400*73i2354/64

+7 350*731355/64+367 5*7356/64

+600*53i2352/l6+200*53i353/l6

+200*5354/l6+9*3352/4) 33
+ (3675*73ia52/64+4900*7ai353/64

+4900*73i3354/64+367 5*73i2355/6 4

+I00*53i3352/16 +100*532353/16 )

(7)



jb15
= (245*7/64) al

+ {1470k7a12/64+7350k7axa5/64

+1470*7352/64+10*5/l6) al
+ (12251^31 /64+367 5k7ala5/64

+147 00*73ia52/64+7350*7a53/64)
a4

+ (147 00*7a3a5/64+22050*7aia52/64

+147 00*7ai353/64+200*53135/l6) 33
+ (367 5*73i35/64+22050*73i3352/64

+29400*73i23s3/64+1837 5*73i354/64

+7 350*7a55/64+300*5ai352/l6

+200*5a53/l6)
a2

+ (147 00*7ai352/64

+24*7ai353/64+1837 5*73i2354/64

+300*S32352/16) 33
+ (735*73i352/64+7350*73i4353/64

+7350*73i2355/64 +735*7357/64

+200*53i353/l6+50*5355/l6+3*3353/4)

(8)



bX7 = (245*7a1/64+147 0*7a5/64)
a36

+ (735*7ai2/64) at
+ (7350*73235/64

+147 00*73i352/64+3675*7353/64

+50*535/l6) al
+ (49 00*73i3a5/64+7350*7ai2352/64

+147 00*731353/64+367 5*7354/64) 33
+ (22050*73i3a52/64

+147 00*7ai2a53/64 +147 00*73i354/64
+300*53i352/l6) at
+ (367 5*73i4352/64

+48*73i3353/64+7 350*73i2354/64

+7 350*73i355/64+147 0*7a56/64
+200*5ai353/l6+50*5354/l6) a3

+ (4900*7a4353/64

+1225*73i3354/64+367 5*73i2355/64

+100*532353/16)

(9)



bx9 = (245*73!/64) at
+ (1470*73i35/64+3675*7a52/64)

a35

+ (367 5*73235/64) 33
+ (147 00*7aia52/64+l47 00*7aia53/64

+4900*7354/64+100*5a52/l6)
a3

+ (7 350*7ai3352/64+7 350*73i2353/64

+7350*73i354/64+735*7355/64)
a32

+ (1200*7ai353/64+3675*73i354/64

+7 350*73i355/64+200*53i353/l6) 33
+ (1225*73i353/64+3675*73i335/64

+147 0*531a56/l6 +50*5ai354/l6 )

(10)

b2x = (35*7/64) al
+ (147 0k7axa5/64) at

+ (3675k7axal/64+4900k7al/64) at
+ (7350*7a2a52/64) a33

+ (147 00*7aia53/64+7 350*7a1a54/64

+3675*7a55/64+100*5a53/l6)
a2

+
(400*733

353/64+367 5*73i 354/64
+147 0*7a1a55/64) 33
+ (367 5*7ai3a54/64

+147 0*7aia56/64+50*53i354/l6)

(11)



b23 = (245*7/64) a3
+ (367 5*7ai352/64) at

+ (49 00*73i353/64+367 5*7a4/64) a3
+ (7350*7ai2a53/64) 332

+ (7350*73ia54/64+147 0*7aia55/64

+147 0*7a56/64+50*5a5/l6) 33
+ (1225*7ai35/64+735*73i235S/64)

(12)

b25 =(7 35*7352/64) at
+ (49 00*73i353/64) al

+ (3675k7axai/64+1470k7at/64) at
+ (3675k,alat/64) a3

+ ( 147 0*73i2355/64 +245*7357/64+10*5355/l6)

(13)

b27 =(1225*7353/64) 33
+ (3675*731a54/64)

a2

+ (1470*7ai355/64+245*7a56/64) a3
+ (735*73i2355/64)

(14)

b29 =(1225*7354/64) 3

+ (147 0*73i355/6 4) 33
+ (245*7ai356/64)

(15)



jb31 =(7 3 5*7a|/64) 332+(245*7aia56/64) (16)

b33 = (245*7a56/64) 33 (17)

b35 = 35k7al/64 (18)



APPENDIX B: DATA SHEETS, DIAGRAMS,
CODE LISTINGS

RF-1310A Data Sheet

RF-1310A Simplified Block Diagram

RF-1310A Output Amplifier Block Diagram

RF-1310A Output Amplifier Schematic

RF-1140A Data Sheet

DSP Board Schematic

DSP Code Listing



RF-131OA
SYNTHESIZED ISB EXCITER

The RF-1310A is a high performance, fully
synthesized, independent sideband exciter. It
utilizes microprocessor control techniques to
'ovide many operational features which
.eet the needs of the future. Yet it is pro
grammed for ease of operation. It provides a
nominal 100 mW rf output from 405 kHz to
30 MHz in 10 Hz increments.

Features

405 kHz to 30 MHz

10 Hz Tuning
2-Channel ISB

Built-in Test

Preset Channel Memory
Keyboard Tuning
Integral FSK Keyer

Remotely Controllable

High-Stability Frequency Standard

Vacuum Fluorescent Displays

Signal Generator Test Mode

The RF-1310A has been designed to replace the
RF-1310 Exciter in Harris's high-performance
transmitters, such as the RF-130-01, RF-745-02.
RF-755, RF-765 and RF-1 130-01 Series. The
RF-1310A performs all of the functions of the
RF-1310. In addition, the microprocessor control
provides more front-panel controllable features:
FSK shift, ALC, and VOX.

A built-in test capability diagnoses and isolates
malfunctions to the module level within the exciter.
Output power from the power amplifier can be
operator controlled in 1 dB increments from the
full power level to a level 50 dB below full power.

The RF-1310A provides 100 preset channels in
which frequency, mode, and output power level
may be stored. Modes include A1A (CW), H2A
(MOW), R3E, H3E (AME), J3E (USB), J3E (LSB),
B8E (2-ISB), F1B (FSK), and F3E (FM).

Options

Delay-Compensated FiltersRF-1311-02

Internal PostselectorRF-1317A

4-Channel ISBRF-1314A

Internal AFSKRF-1318

Remote Control ModemRF-1313

TRANSMITTERS
400 kHz to 30 Ml-

100 MILLIWATTS

-nj\sM



<J} HARRIS
RF COMMUNICATIONS

RF-1310
MAJOR ASSY LOCATION AND INTRCON

MAJOR ASSEMBLY LOCATION
AND INTERCONNECTION

USB AUDIO

MIC AUDIO

AUX 1 AUO

AUX 2 AUO

AUX3AUD

REMOTE AUO



(J) HARRIS
RF COMMUNICATIONS

RF-1310
OUTPUT AMPL ASSY Al

A1
OUTPUT AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

K-

RFFAOM
CONVERTER
ASSYA2 J3>-

S TO 30 MHZ
+6 DBM

P/0
J5

TO/FROM
SYSTEM
INTERFACE
ASSY

CLK 7>-

DATA 8

STROBE 9

SERIAL
CHECK
BIT

GNO 1>

|

KEY 3> j-

+15 V

15V 4>_L-

+24 V 5> L

2>-

-6 OB LOSS-

+
-8DBGAIN 1 DB LOSS

ANALOG
ATTENUATOR

OTO 7-7/8 DB

CR3
CRIf

(14 OB GAIN
WHEN
POST SELECTOR

IS USED)

14 DB
GAIN-I

BIAS AND
TEMPERATURE
COMPENSATION CONTROL
U9

El E2

JUMPER
IS REMOVED
WHEN
POST SELECTOR

IS USED

DIGITALLY
CONTROLLED
ATTENUATORS

80B 16 OB 32 DB

+15 Vi

SERIAL
TO
PARALLEL
CONVERTER

U1.U3

A CODE A
6 J CONVERTER a J

ATTENUATOR
TEMPERATURE

COMPENSATION.
ADJ.

03

RFTO
KJZ POST

SELECTOR

_/J4
RFFROM

^
POST
SELECTOR

RFTO
REAR
PANEL
5 TO
30 MHZ

8ITE

_ .
OUTPUT

JS-" TO
CONTROL
ASSY.

DTO A
CONVERTER
U4 \yy VARIABL

^ TTCU -

CURRENT
TO VOLTAGE
CONVERTER

ATTEN
UATOR

RANGE
CONTROL

VARIABLE
CURRENT
SOURCE

0
BUFFERS

ANO
INVERTERS

U6
3 PIN DRIVERS

U7.U8
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RF-1 140A SERIES SOLID-STATE
1 kW HF TRANSMITTER

Features
1 kW PEP and Average

1.5 to 29.9999 MHz

Frequency Agile Tuning
100 Preset Channel Capacity
Built-in Redundancy (Fail Soft)
Remote Control Capability
Remote BITE Indications,
with Performance Monitor

Accessories
Remote Control RF-7405 or RF-7700
Series

4-ISB Option

The RF-1140A Series offers a new genera

tion of high performance 1 kW HF

Transmitters, incorporating the RF-1 31 0A
Microprocessor-Controlled Exciter. The

transmitter is extremely lightweight and

compact. The power amplifiers use the

latest MOSFET technology for high effi

ciency and excellent spectral purity. The

RF-1140A is designed for use in fixed sta

tion, shipboard, and transportable
applications. Complete coverage of the 1 .5

to 29.9999 MHz frequency range is pro
vided in 10 Hz increments. Modes of

operation include USB, LSB, AME (com
patible AM), CW, reduced carrier, FSK, and
two-channel ISB. Delay-compensated fil

ters are available as options for

high-speed data applications including LINK-

11 operation.

The redundant modular concept designed into the

RF-1 140A transmitter provides operational reliabi

lity. It allows the unit to continue functioning at
reduced power in the event one of the indentical

final amplifier or power supply modules malfunc
tions.

Remote control capability is provided by an inter

nal microprocessor-based system capable of

accepting asynchronous serial data in accordance
with data standards MIL-STD-188C, EIA RS-232C
or RS-422. Controllable functions include fre

quency, mode, keying, power output level, clipper
on/off, channel programming/selection, and BITE.

A built-in test capability (BITE) diagnoses and iso
lates malfunctions to the module level. For fast

switching systems, such as ARQ, a high-speed
T/R switch is also available.

The RF-1 140A Series HF-ISB Transmitters are

fully compatible with the RF-2601A Fast-Tune
Antenna Coupler which provides for matching 15-

to 35-foot whip antennas and long-wire antennas
with the optional RF-625A Long-Wire Adapter.

The RF-1 140A is enclosed in a standard 19-inch
metal rack cabinet.

Transmitters
1 kW

1.5 TO
29.9999 MHz
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